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Introduction
This report was created to monitor the subjective human wellbeing vital signs created by the Puget Sound Partnership
(http://www.psp.wa.gov/vitalsigns/). This is the second report on the subjective human wellbeing vital signs with
monitoring planned every two years. These results will be reported on in the State of the Sound Report in 2021.
The vital signs are monitoring indices used to assess the overall health of ecosystems in the Puget Sound, including
ecosystem components that affect human quality of life and health. The data were collected via a survey (available on
paper and online) to assess the condition of the subjective wellbeing of the general population in the Puget Sound
Region. Questions on the survey directly reflect the indicators chosen by the Puget Sound Partnership that were
created using a collaborative research process. More specific methodology on survey creation, distribution, and analysis
can be found in Appendix A. The specific categories of wellbeing covered in this report include: good governance of
natural resources, sound stewardship, nature-based work in the Puget Sound, psychological wellbeing, sense of place,
outdoor activity in the Puget Sound, cultural practices, and local foods. Demographics are also included. The findings of
this report reflect the responses to the questions presented in the survey. The categories of wellbeing are also
compared between rural, suburban, and urban populations. Like all surveys, this survey is limited in its ability to
represent the true beliefs and experiences of the target population, and its results should be used with appropriate
caution.
The population chosen for this survey was a stratified random sample of Puget Sound residents, with an initial sample of
9,000. Due to undeliverable addresses, the total sample reached was 7,593 individuals. The response rate was 25% for a
total of 1,843 individual responses. While data are weighted by age the generalizability of the results is limited by the
response constraints.
This report includes in-depth analyses of the survey data to better describe trends across geographies and
demographics. These analyses include:
• Tests for significant differences in each Vital Sign across:
o Rural/urban/suburban communities
o Years of residence
o Sex
o Age
o Race/ethnicity
o Education
o Political Ideology
• Spatial representation (maps) of HWB Vital Sign data at the county and LIO scale (available online)
• Key predictors of variance and correlates for all Vital Signs
• Language and images for the State of the Sound report and Vital Sign website
• List of general comments and governance agencies, institutions, or policy makers respondents referred to
when responding about their beliefs toward Puget Sound Environmental governance.
* Note that index scores reported from 2018 have been modified to reflect reversing the scale of questions. For
example: on the scale from 1-7, in 2018, a “1” was considered high, in 2020 a “7” was considered high. Therefore a
2018 score of 3.87 is equivalent to a 2020 score of 4.13.*
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Executive Summary
This report covers the second Human Wellbeing survey to monitor data for the following Vital Signs: Good
Governance, Sound Stewardship, Sense of Place, Outdoor Activity, Cultural Wellbeing, and Local Foods.
Interactive spatialization of human wellbeing metrics are available on the Puget Sound Partnership’s interactive web map
(https://briangkatz.github.io/HWB).
All reported index scores are significantly different than 2018 scores at the p<.05 level.
Good Governance: 4.18 on a scale of 1-7 (7 is high)
•

•
•

Fewer than 20% strongly agree or agree that they have plenty of opportunities to influence natural resource
management; that they are well represented by the leaders of Puget Sound natural resource management; that
they trust regional policymakers to protect Puget Sound’s natural resources; and that they have access to
enough information regarding the regulatory context of Puget Sound natural resources
About 25% strongly agree or agree that they had access to enough information regarding the environmental,
social and economic consequences of natural resource management in Puget Sound
Over 35% agree or strongly agree that they have the freedom to make personal decision about how natural
resources are managed on their property

Sound Stewardship: 3.14 on a scale of 1-5 (~once/month)
•

About 35% of the Puget Sound population engages in environmental behaviors at least once a week compared
to nearly 50% in 2018

Nature-Based Work
•

Around 12.5% of individuals indicated they worked in natural environments, significantly lower than 2018

Outdoor Activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

About 90% of the population gardens at least one day per month in spring and fall
About 65-70% of the population BBQs or picnics at least once per month in the spring or fall
Over 72-80% use paved or unpaved trails in the spring or fall at least once per month
Fewer than 10% use motorized vehicles on trails and about 35% use motorized boats
Less than 10% of the population hunts and 30% fishes
Over 15% ski or snowboard in the fall or spring
About 35% camp in the fall or spring
About 70-75% of the population views wildlife or birds at least once per month in the spring or fall

Sense of Place: 5.57 on a scale of 1-7 (7 is high)
•
•

Over 75% of residents strongly agree or agree that they are proud to live in the Puget Sound and attached to
its natural environment
About 75% strongly agree or agree that they feel responsible for taking care of the Puget Sound natural
environment

Cultural Wellbeing: 2.48 on a scale of 1-5 (between “Dissatisfied and “Somewhat Dissatisfied”)
•

Of those that participate in environmental cultural activities
o 26% of individuals are satisfied with their participation in native practices or activities
o 30% of individuals are satisfied with their participation in spiritual or religious practices
o 21% of individuals are satisfied with their participation in environmental practices important to their
heritage or environmental social activities

Local Foods: 1.43 on a scale of 1-5 (~rarely)
•
•
•
•
•

About 30% of participants indicated they collect fish, crab or shrimp.
About 20% of participants indicated they collect clams (geoducks, oysters, or mussels)
About 2.5% of participants indicated they fish for squid
About 8% of participants indicated they hunt deer or elk, and 3% hunt waterfowl
About 60% collect plants, berries or mushrooms
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Vital Sign Demographic Key
In the Puget Sound Partnership Survey on Subjective Human Wellbeing, eight demographic variables were asked to
each respondent. These variables include:
Number of Years Lived in the Puget Sound
How long an individual has lived in the Puget Sound area

Sex
Whether respondents were man or woman*

Area Lived In
If the respondent lives in an urban, suburban, or rural area

Education
How many years of education an individual has

Income
An individual’s annual household income

Race
Whether an individual identifies as white or any other race**

Age
The individuals age

Political Ideology
The degree to which individuals identify as conservative or liberal
*Few participants in our survey identified as other. Due to the small number of individuals, tests of statistical significance were
not able to be completed for these individuals.
** Individuals were asked to choose any and all races they identified with. Due to a primarily white sample (over 80%), there
were not enough individuals from other races to statistically identify differences in metrics of subjective wellbeing. Therefore,
the variable tested was “white/nonwhite.”
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Full Report
GOOD GOVERNANCE
Respondents were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement with the following questions
about governance of natural resources on a seven-point scale from ‘Strongly Disagree’ (1) to
‘Strongly Agree’ (7) (Figure 1). An option for ‘Don’t Know’ was also included. A free response
question was prompted within this section asking: “What agencies, policymakers, or institutions
were you thinking of when answering the above questions?” These answers were collated and
reported in Appendix E.

4.18

The 2020 average response was 4.18, which equates to
between "Neutral' and "Somewhat Agree" that
environmental governance in Puget Sound is good.

The 2018 score was roughly
similar and equates to the same
level of agreement.

4.13

People who score environmental governance higher….
On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0361)

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0178)

In a linear regression model
the demographic variables
explained 1.2% of the
variability of good
governance responses.
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LOCAL FOODS
Respondents were asked to rate their engagement in hunting, fishing, or foraging on a five-point scale
from Never’ (1), ‘Frequently – More than 10 times a season’ (5) to ‘for the following resources in
the Puget Sound (Figure 2). The local foods asked about in the 2020 survey included: Fish, Crab or
Shrimp, Clams (geoducks, oysters, or mussels (not razor clams)), Squid, Deer or Elk, Waterfowl, and
Plants, Berries, or Mushrooms in one category.

Direct comparisons cannot be made between the 2018 and 2020 surveys due to the expansion of
local foods asked about.

1.43

In 2020 the average score of all answers was 1.43, which
equates to ‘Rarely’ with their engagement in collecting
local foods.

The 2018 score was 1.58 which is
between ‘Rarely and ‘Occasionally’
in their engagement in collecting
local foods.

1.58

People who participate more in hunting, harvesting, or collecting local foods….
Are more likely to be male (p = 0.0021)

On average live in a more rural area (p = 0.000)

In a linear regression model
the demographic variables
explained 6.8% of the variance
in the frequency of local foods
collection.
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SOUND STEWARDSHIP
Within this section respondents were asked to answer: “In the past year, about how often did you engage
in stewardship behaviors/activities that you believed benefitted the environment?” using a five-point scale
ranging from ‘Never’ (1) to ‘Frequently’ – Almost every day (5).

3.14

In 2020, the average score of all answers was 3.14 which
equates to respondents overall participating in stewardship
activities in the Puget Sound region ‘Occasionally (Once a
month)’.
In 2018, scores averaged between
‘Occasionally (Once a month)’ and
‘Regularly (Once a week)’.

3.47

People who participate in environmental stewardship activities more ……
Respondents were more likely to be female (p = 0.0238)

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0055)

In a linear regression model
the demographic variables
explained 6.5% of the
variability of the data.
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NATURE-BASED WORK IN THE PUGET SOUND
Respondents were asked to respond either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the prompt: “Does your work involve spending
time in natural environments (e.g. commercial or charter fishing, farming, forestry, habitat restoration, or
outdoor-recreation jobs?)”

Respondents that answered ‘yes’ to the previous question were then asked how many hours a week their
work requires them to spend time in natural environments, within a scale from ‘Less than 5 hours/week’ to
‘More than 30 hours/week’

31%

24%

15%

12%

18%

For those that are more likely to answer yes to working in outdoor environments….

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.00547)
On average live in a more rural area (p = 0.0000)

In a linear regression model
the demographic variables
explained 3.6% of the
variability of the data.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING
In this section respondents answered the questions related to feeling inspired as well as relieved of stress
when spending time outside in the Puget Sound region using a five point scale ranging from ‘Never’ (1) to
‘Frequently’ - Almost every day (5). An option for ‘Don’t Know’ was also included.

4.01

In 2020, respondents overall experienced
inspiration and stress relief on average ‘Regularly
(Once a week)’ when in Puget Sound’s natural
environments.

People who report feeling psychological wellbeing more….

The 2018 score equates to
‘Regularly (Once a week)’

3.94

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0162)

On average have more years of education (p = 0.0149)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 11% of
the variability of the data.

Respondents are more likely to be non-white (p = 0.0131)

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0114)
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CULTURAL PRACTICES
Respondents were asked to rank their satisfaction levels in regard to their participation in four categories of
cultural activities or traditions, using a scale of ‘Dissatisfied’ (1) to ‘Satisfied’ (5) and included a ‘Don’t Know’
and ‘I did not engage in this activity or tradition’ response as well.

Since this question was altered between the 2018 and 2020 survey comparisons are not able to be made.

2.48*

The average score for satisfaction in level of participation
in cultural activities or traditions equates to between
‘Somewhat Dissatisfied’ and ‘Neither Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied’.

There were no demographic variables that were significantly related to levels of satisfaction in cultural activities or
traditions.
* Only includes participants who indicated they participated
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITY IN THE PUGET SOUND
Using a six point scale, ranging from ‘I do not engage in this activity’ (1) to ‘More than 20 days per
month (6) and including a ‘Don’t Know’ option, respondents were asked to report “About how many
days per month on average did you participate in the following recreation activities in the Puget Sound
region this past fall (about September November)”.

Fall

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or OHV Riding)
As participation increases…

On average were more conservative (p = 0.0012)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 4% of
the variability of the data.

Paved Paths or Trails
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0071)
On average have more years of education (p = 0.0085)

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0091)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 8% of
the variability of the data.

Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0064)
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Using Unpaved Paths or Trails
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0066)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0024)
On average were more liberal (p = 0.0018)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 11% of
the variability of the data.

Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0000)

Camping
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.0009)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0108)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 4% of
the variability of the data.

On average were younger (p = 0.0006)

Fishing
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.0035)

Hunting

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 2% of
the variability of the data.

As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound more years (p = 0.0218)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0003)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 5% of
the variability of the data.

More likely to be male (p = 0.0104)

On average were more conservative (p = 0.0038)

Picnicking
As participation increases…

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 3% of
the variability of the data.

On average have fewer years of education (p = 0.0009)
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Motorized Boating
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound more years (p = 0.0094)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0018)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 5% of
the variability of the data.

On average have a higher income (p = 0.0000)

Non-Motorized Boating
As participation increases…

On average have a higher income (p = 0.0017)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0003)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 5% of
the variability of the data.

Skiing/Snowboarding
As participation increases…
On average have more years of education (p = 0.0023)

On average have a higher income (p = 0.0120)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0116)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 8% of
the variability of the data.

On average were younger (p = 0.0206)

Gardening
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to live in an urban area (p = 0.0000)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 12% of
the variability of the data.

Wildlife Viewing
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0163)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0003)
On average were more liberal (p = 0.0210)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 11% of
the variability of the data.

On average were older (p = 0.0000)
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Spring

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or OHV Riding)
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound more years (p = 0.00826)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.02890)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 4% of
the variability of the data.

On average were more conservative (p = 0.01132)

Paved Paths or Trails
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.2655)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0088)
Respondents were more likely to be female (p = 0.0055)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 12% of
the variability of the data.

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0037)
On average have more years of education (p = 0.0002)
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Using Unpaved Paths or Trails
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0190)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0000)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 14% of
the variability of the data.

On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0003)
On average were more liberal (p = 0.0022)

Camping
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0182)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0084)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 5% of
the variability of the data.

On average were younger (p = 0.0000)

Fishing
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.0024)
On average were younger (p = 0.0442)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 2% of
the variability of the data.

Hunting
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.0125)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0207)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 2% of
the variability of the data.

On average were more conservative (p = 0.0045)

Picnicking
As participation increases…

On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0210)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 6% of
the variability of the data.

On average were younger (p = 0.0329)
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Motorized Boating
As participation increases…

On average have lived in Puget Sound fewer years (p = 0.0114)
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0207)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 2% of
the variability of the data.

On average have a higher income (p = 0.0003)

Non-Motorized Boating
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be female (p = 0.0453)
Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0000)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 7% of
the variability of the data.

On average were younger (p = 0.0088)

Skiing/Snowboarding
As participation increases…

Respondents were more likely to be male (p = 0.0103)
On average were younger (p = 0.0303)
On average have more years of education (p = 0.0168)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 4% of
the variability of the data.

Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0496)

Gardening
As participation increases…

On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0000)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 11% of
the variability of the data.

Wildlife Viewing
As participation increases…

On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0005)
On average were older (p = 0.0001)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 9% of
the variability of the data.

On average were more conservative (p = 0.0361)
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SENSE OF PLACE
Respondents were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement with the following statements about sense
of place on a seven-point scale from ‘Strongly Disagree’(1) to ‘Strongly Agree (7).

5.57

In 2020, respondents overall ‘Somewhat
Agree’ with their connection to their sense
of place in the Puget Sound region.

The 2018 score equates to between
‘Somewhat Agree’ and ‘Agree’

5.66

People who score sense of place higher…..
On average live in a more urban area (p = 0.0004)

Respondents were more likely to be white (p = 0.0438)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 14% of
the variability of the data.

On average were more liberal (p = 0.0000)
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LIFE SATISFACTION
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with life overall on a five-point
scale from ‘Dissatisfied’ (1) to ‘Satisfied’ (5).

As people report satisfaction with life higher…

Respondents were more likely to be female (p = 0.0453)
On average live in a more rural area (p = 0.0004)
On average have more years of education (p = 0.0168)

On average have a higher income (p = 0.0003)

In a linear regression
model the demographic
variables explained 16.5%
of the variability of the
data.

On average were older (p = 0.0303)
On average were more conservative (p = 0.0022)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
The following graphics include demographic information and responses to two personal questions.
mean = 37

YEARS IN
PUGET SOUND

SEX

AREA
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mean = 16

EDUCATION

INCOME

RACE
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGY

mean = 63

AGE
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Mapping
A total of 1,786 surveys had location information, which allowed mapping of human wellbeing metrics across the Puget
Sound.

Figure 11. Individual participant point locations across the Puget Sound.

Spatialization of human wellbeing metrics are available for viewing on the Puget Sound Partnership’s interactive web
map (https://briangkatz.github.io/HWB). Th interactive map shows:
1. Index charts synchronized with points on the map
•
•
•

Show the distribution of answers to questions based on map scale and chart filters
Differentiate answers by county or LIO
Differentiate answers by race (white/non-white)

2. Hot spot analyses
•
•
•

Show points where responses are higher (hot spots) and lower (cold spots) than those around them
Metric chart shows the distribution of hot/cold spots by selected field from codebook
Differentiate answers by hot/cold spot confidence levels
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Appendices
Appendix A. Detailed Methodology
SURVEY DESIGN
This survey was the second iteration of the biannual Survey of Subjective Human Wellbeing for the Puget Sound
Partnership. Questions on the survey are based on Kayla Cranston and Kelly Biedenweg’s “Recommended Human
Wellbeing Specifications, Methods, and Survey” (2017), with continual updates as requested by the Partnership. The
2020 online version of the survey was created by the authors in collaboration with the Puget Sound Partnership using
Qualtrics and mirrored the paper instrument.

Survey Modifications
Informed by the performance of the 2018 survey, the 2020 survey modified several questions on the questionnaire.
These changes are bulleted below with details to follow.
• Modified language:
Cultural and traditional practices section- In the 2018 version of the survey this section prompted the question:
“About how often did you participate in activities or traditions related to the environment that are important to your family or
community?” then asked respondents to share what activities they were thinking of.
These free written responses were collated and categorized into four main activities and traditions which were then
incorporated in the rephrasing of this question in the 2020 survey. Participants included recreation activities and local
food harvests which were already recorded with other questions, so we specified this question to focus on these
additional practices/activities. These four categories include: Spiritual or Religious Practices related to the environment,
Native Practices or Activities, Environmental Practices or Activities Important to Heritage, and Environmentally
oriented Social Activities.
The 2020 version of this section now prompts: “In the past year, how satisfied were you with your level of participation in
any of the following cultural activities or traditions related to the environment?” followed by the above four categories to be
reported on.
• Questions removed and added:
Demographic section- Two demographic questions from the 2018 questionnaire were removed from the 2020
version. These were: “Please list two cross streets near where you live” and “What is your zip code?”
Sections that received additional questions or categories are listed below.
Governance section- “What agencies policymakers, or institutions were you thinking of when answering the above
questions?”
Local Foods section- The categories crab and shrimp, clams, and squid were added.
Outdoor Activity sections- For each season (Fall and Spring) snow activities and wildlife viewing were added. Note
that the seasons asked about in the Outdoor Activity sections differ between the 2018 (Winter and Summer) and 2020
(Fall and Spring) surveys.
Demographic section- The question “Which of the following ideologies do you consider yourself?” was added to the
demographic section.

•

Answer ranges were expanded:
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Cultural and traditional practices- Answer options were expanded to include an “I do not engage in this
activity/tradition” as well as a “Don’t know” answer.
Demographic section- Regarding type of area respondents live in that was 3 check boxes (Rural, Suburban, and
Urban) in the 2018 survey, and was expanded to a 1-5 scale in which the even numbers considered to be in between
areas.
Within the demographic section the question of age was not asked using checkbox ranges but instead a write in
section.
• Style Changes:
The 2018 survey used checkboxes for respondent to report their answers. The 2020 survey informed participants to
circle a number that corresponded to their answer- excluding some questions in the demographic section which
remained checkboxes. This change was prompted by developments in supporting literature on survey design1.

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION
A sample of addresses was obtained from The Marketing Systems Group in order to distribute the survey. The
Marketing Systems group uses a United States Postal System Database for their surveys. A total of 9,000 addresses
were purchased for a clustered random sample using Premier Matching to include phone numbers for participants.
There were 750 records purchased per county using four counties classified as urban (King, Kitsap, Pierce, Snohomish)
and eight counties classified as rural (Clallam, Island, Jefferson, Mason, San Juan, Skagit, Thurston, Whatcom).
When addresses were purchased, the following types of addresses were excluded:
Drops – A drop is a single delivery point or receptacle that services multiple residences. Examples: Boarding Houses,
Fraternities, single door slot shared by two residences. In standard orders if client includes Drops, there are two
options. Have the Drop Unit in the sample once, or, if a Drop Point is randomly selected, we can expand the Drop
Point to list out the address each time for each address. Therefore, if Drops are selected the address can be included
once or get ALL the residences of that Drop (which will include duplicate addresses).
Seasonal – An address given mail only during a specific season (i.e. summer only residence).
Vacant – Delivery points that have been unoccupied for 90 days or longer.
The paper survey instrument was printed and distributed by BMS Technologies using a modified Tailored Design
Method.2 For this method, a postcard was delivered to all usable addresses notifying the recipient that they would be
receiving a survey packet. After the initial postcard, 58 individuals called in to opt out voluntarily, and four voice
messages were left offering no name to remove from list and their phone number was not present in our sample
dataset. Additionally, 1,407 of the addresses were determined to be ‘undeliverable’ and subsequently not included to
determine total response rate.
Packets were distributed to the remaining sample after 2 weeks with an introduction letter—that had an URL and a QR
code included if participants would like to take the survey online—as well as the paper survey, a pre-paid return
envelope, and a $2 incentive. One week later, a second reminder postcard was sent that included the URL and QR
code to the online survey.

1

Vaske, J. J. (2019). Survey research and analysis. Sagamore-Venture. 1807 North Federal Drive, Urbana, IL 61801.
Don Dillman, Jolene Smyth, and Leah Christian, Internet, Phone, Mail, and Mixed-Mode Surveys - The Tailored Design Method,
Fourth (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2014).
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DATA ANALYSIS
Response Rate
Analysis used all surveys that were returned excluding 12 surveys that were returned blank. Excluding the 1,407
undeliverable our sample included 7,593 possible respondents.
1,534 paper surveys were returned and 309 were completed online, coming to a total of 1,843 completed surveys.
Using the initial sample size of 9,000, this would bring the response rate to 20.48%, while incorporating undeliverable
addresses brings the response rate to 24.27%. A non-response check was implemented in which 250 respondents who
had not submitted a survey were randomly selected to be contacted and prompted to take the survey over the phone,
or to be sent a link to take the survey online. After completing these calls 8 respondents completed a shortened
version (Appendix D) of the survey over the phone, while 2 respondents completed the entire survey. As the nonresponse check included such low response, we cannot determine whether those that did not respond have statistically
different responses from those that initially responded.
Number of responses by county are as follows:

Clallam
Island
Jefferson
King

178
157
201
128

Kitsap
Mason
Pierce
San Juan

142
159
108
186

Skagit
Snohomish
Thurston
Whatcom

159
132
134
143

Number of responses by LIO are as follows:

South Sound
Hood Canal
Strait of Juan de Fuca
San Juan

275
241
199
186

South Central
Island
Skagit-Samish
Whatcom

181
157
157
144

West Central
118
Snohomish-Stillaguamish 77
Puyallup-White
51

Weights were created for the data based on age. Statistics for age brackets were taken from the 2010 census (the most
recent available census data). A more recent database was not used (like the American Community Survey) because
there were not data for all of the sampled counties. Race was also considered when deciding to weight the data, but
was excluded because the census data asks for race in a way that is different from this survey, and the weights were
large enough with this addition that they were not statistically valid as a way to better represent the true population
based on our sample. Frequency statistics were calculated for each question on the survey using R Studio. Regression
analyses were performed in R Studio using the survey package where data were weighted and data stratification by
county was accounted for.3
A Cronbach’s alpha reliability estimate was calculated to test our ability to create indices for good governance,
stewardship, psychological wellbeing, sense of place, local foods, and Cultural Wellbeing with the results below. A score
of 70% or higher is considered a reliable index.
Good Governance
• These seven metrics have an 88% reliability. Removing any of the items decreases reliability.
Stewardship
• These three metrics have an 94%. Removing any of the items decreases reliability.
Sense of Place
• These seven metrics have an 83% reliability. Removing any of the items decreases reliability.
Psychological
• The two metrics have a 77% correlation.
Local Foods
3

Lumley, T. (2020). survey: Analysis of Complex Survey Samples (4.0) [Computer software]. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=survey
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• These 5 metrics have an 70% reliability Removing any of the items decreases reliability.
Cultural Wellbeing
• These 5 metrics have an 77% reliability Removing any of the items decreases reliability.

With this information, an index (the mean of all answers for each person) was created for each category above.

Limitations
Within the 2020 survey roughly 2.6% of respondents who returned a survey noted somewhere throughout their survey
that SARS-CoV-2 (COVID 19) had affected their answers for this year’s survey. Although this number of respondents
who reported their answers being affected may be low, the impact of the global pandemic which include widespread
restrictions to activities of various types surely affected most respondents. Additionally, the survey did not in any way
indicate for participants to indicate whether COVID 19 effected their answers, so it is likely the proportion that were
affected is actually higher. Therefore, the survey data reported here should be viewed critically in the context of when
it was gathered and compared alongside non-pandemic data carefully.
All surveys are subject to limitation due to error. An error refers to the difference between the sample and the true
population. While the researchers did their best to limit errors, this survey is still subject to each type of error. There
are four common errors for surveys:
“1. Coverage Error occurs when the list from which sample members are drawn does not accurately represent
the population on the characteristic(s) one want to estimate with the survey data (whether a voter preference,
a demographic characteristic, or something else). A high quality sample survey requires that every member of
the population has a known, nonzero probability of being sampled, meaning they have to be accurately
represented on the list from which the sample will be drawn. Coverage error is the difference between the
estimate produced when the list is inaccurate and what would have been produced with an accurate list.
2. Sampling Error is the difference between the estimate produced when only a sample of units on the frame is
surveyed and the estimate produced when every unit on the list is surveyed. Sampling error exists anytime we
decide to survey only some, rather than all, members of the sample frame.
3. Nonresponse Error is the difference between the estimate produced when only some of the sampled units
respond compared to when all of them respond. It occurs when those who do not respond are different from
those who do respond in a way that influences estimate.
4. Measurement Error is the difference between the estimate produced and the true value because respondents
gave inaccurate answers to survey questions. It occurs when respondents are unable or unwilling to provide
accurate answers which can be due to poor question design, survey mode effects, interviewer and respondent
behavior, or data collection mistakes.”4
Additionally, our data are limited to the sample collected. Our data do not accurately represent the true population of
the Puget Sound in terms of race, age and gender proportions. While our calculations attempt to account for the
misrepresentation of our sample by age through applying a weighting variable, this is still constrained by available data
on the true age proportions of the Puget Sound and the statistical limitations of weights.

4

Dillman, Smyth, and Christian.
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Appendix B. 2020 Survey Questionnaire

Puget Sound human wellbeing Survey
Important Questions to Understand Your Experiences
A STUDY COMPLETED COOPERATIVELY BY:
326 East D Street
Tacoma, WA 98421

204 Hoveland Hall
2700 SW Campus Way
Corvallis, OR 97331

Thank you for participating in this survey of human wellbeing in the Puget Sound, funded by the Puget Sound
Partnership. It should take less than 10 minutes of your time. Please complete the brief survey and return it to the
researcher using the pre-paid envelope. Participation is voluntary, and your responses are completely confidential.
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact Principal Investigator Kelly Biedenweg by e-mail at
Kelly.biedenweg@oregonstate.edu.
The results of this survey will be reported in the Puget Sound Partnership’s State of the Sound Report in 2021. Please
visit the following website for more details: http://ww w.psp.wa.gov/vitalsigns/

1. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to the Puget Sound Region?
Please circle one number for each question:
Statement

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I have plenty of opportunities
to influence natural resource
decisions in the Puget Sound
region if I want to

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I have the freedom to make
personal decisions about how
natural resources are
managed on my property

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I feel well represented by the
leaders of Puget Sound
natural resource management
processes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I trust regional policymakers
to protect Puget Sound’s
natural resources

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I have access to enough
information regarding the
social and economic
consequences of how natural
resources are managed in the
Puget Sound

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I have access to enough
information regarding the
environmental consequences
of how natural resources are
managed in the Puget Sound

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I have access to enough
information regarding the
regulatory aspects of how
natural resources are
managed in the Puget Sound

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Don’t
Know

What agencies, policymakers, or institutions were you thinking of when answering the above questions?:

__________________________________________________________

2. In the past year, about how often did you hunt, harvest, gather, or forage for the following food in the Puget
Sound Region? Please circle one number for each item:
Never

Rarely (1-2 times
a season)

Occasionally (3-5
times a season)

Regularly (6-8
times a season)

Frequently (More
than 10 times a
season)

Fish

1

2

3

4

5

Crab or Shrimp
Clams (geoducks,
oysters, or mussels
(not razor clams))

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Squid

1

2

3

4

5

Deer or Elk

1

2

3

4

5

Waterfowl

1

2

3

4

5

Plants, Berries, or
Mushrooms

1

2

3

4

5

Local Food

Don’t
Know

3. In the past year, about how often did you engage in stewardship behaviors/activities that you believed
benefitted the environment? Please circle one number for each question:
Behavior/Activity

Never

Rarely
(1-4 times a year)

Occasionally
(Once a month)

Regularly
(Once a week)

Frequently
(Almost every
day)

Behaviors that you believe
effectively benefitted the
environment

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental behaviors
that were personally
meaningful to you

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental behaviors
that you believe are
needed by the community

1

2

3

4

5

Don’t
Know

4. Does your work involve spending time in natural environments (e.g. commercial or charter fishing, farming,
forestry, habitat restoration, or outdoor-recreation jobs?)
No
Yes
If Yes: About how many hours a week do you perform work that involves spending time in
natural environments?
Less than 5 hours/week
5-10 hours/week
11-20 hours/week
21-30 hours/week

More than 30 hours/week

5. In the past year, about how often have you felt inspiration when spending time in the outdoors of the Puget
Sound region? Please circle one number:
Never

Rarely
(1-4 times a year)

Occasionally
(Once a month)

Regularly
(Once a week)

Frequently
(Almost every day)

1

2

3

4

5

Don’t
Know

6. In the past year, about how often has spending time in the outdoors of the Puget Sound region helped you
reduce stress? Please circle one number:
Never

Rarely
(1-4 times a year)

Occasionally
(Once a month)

Regularly
(Once a week)

Frequently
(Almost every day)

1

2

3

4

5

Don’t
Know

7. In the past year, how satisfied were you with your level of participation in any of the following cultural
activities or traditions related to the environment? Please circle one number for each question:
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Satisfied

Native Practices or Activities
(canoe journey, Tribal center
events, potlach, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

Spiritual or Religious Practices
related to the environment
(meditation, prayer, solstice
observance etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental Practices or
Activities Important to your
Heritage (formal or informal
family or community events,
etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

Environmentally oriented Social
Activities (environmental clubs,
festivals, outdoor events, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental Cultural Activity
or Tradition

I do not
engage in
this activity
or tradition

Don’t
Know
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8. About how many days per month on average did you participate in the following recreation activities in the
Puget Sound region this past fall (about September - November). Please circle one number for each question:
I do not
engage in
this
activity

Less than 1
day per
month

1-4 days
per month

5-10 days
per month

11-20
days per
month

More
than 20
days per
month

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or
OHV Riding)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Using Paved Paths or Trails for
Walking, Running, Biking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Using Unpaved Trails for Walking,
Running, Biking, Horseback,
Hiking, Backpacking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Camping (Car or Back Country)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fishing

1

2

3

4

5

6

Hunting

1

2

3

4

5

6

Picnic or BBQ

1

2

3

4

5

6

Motorized Boating

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Gardening or Yard Work

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wildlife Viewing/Birding

1

2

3

4

5

6

Outdoor Activity

Non-Motorized Water Sports (e.g.
Kayak, Surf, Sailing, Swimming,
Scuba)
Skiing/Snow Boarding or
Snowshoeing

Don’t
Know

9. About how many days per month on average did you participate in the following recreation activities in the
Puget Sound region this past spring (about March – May). Please check one box for each question:
I do not
engage
in this
activity

Less than
1 day per
month

1-4 days
per month

5-10 days
per month

11-20 days
per month

More
than 20
days per
month

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or
OHV Riding)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Using Paved Paths or Trails for
Walking, Running, Biking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Using Unpaved Trails for Walking,
Running, Biking, Horseback,
Hiking, Backpacking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Camping (Car or Back Country)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fishing

1

2

3

4

5

6

Hunting

1

2

3

4

5

6

Picnic or BBQ

1

2

3

4

5

6

Motorized Boating

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Gardening or Yard Work

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wildlife Viewing/Birding

1

2

3

4

5

6

Outdoor Activity

Non-Motorized Water Sports (e.g.
Kayak, Surf, Sailing, Swimming,
Scuba)
Skiing/Snow Boarding or
Snowshoeing

Don’t
Know
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10. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to the Puget Sound region?
Please circle one number for each question:
Strongly
Somewhat Neutral Somewhat
Strongly
Statement
Disagree Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
I am very attached to the
natural environment of the
Puget Sound region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I am proud to live in the Puget
Sound region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I feel responsible for taking care
of Puget Sound’s natural
environment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Living in the Puget Sound
region says a lot about who I
am

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Being able to engage in outdoor
activities or cultural practices is
important to my connection to
the Puget Sound

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I am mostly attached to parts of
Puget Sound that are nearest to
me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I could be satisfied living in
other places outside the Puget
Sound

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11. In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your life overall? Please circle one number:
Dissatisfied
Somewhat Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
1
2
3
4

Don’t
know

Satisfied
5

12. How many years have you lived in the Puget Sound? ______________
13. What is your sex?
Man

Woman

Other

Prefer not to answer

14. Which of the following best describes the area you live in? Please circle one number:
Urban

1

2

Suburban
3

4

Rural
5

15. What is the highest level of education you have completed? Please circle one number:
College or
Elementary and High School
Graduate or Professional School
Technical School
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 13
14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24+
16. What is your annual household income?
Less than $10,000
$10,000-$24,999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000-$99,999
$100,000-$149,999
$150,000-$200,000
Greater than $200,000
17. What is your race? Mark all that apply.
Black or African American
Native American or Native Alaskan
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Asian
White
Hispanic or Latino
Other
18. What is your age? ______________
19. Which of the following do you consider yourself? Please circle one number:
Very Conservative
Conservative
Neither Conservative nor Liberal
Liberal
1
2
3
4

Very Liberal
5
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Thank you for completing this survey. If you have any additional thoughts on human wellbeing in your area,
please write them here, as needed.
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Appendix C. 2018 Survey Instrument

Puget Sound Human Wellbeing Survey
important questions to understand your experiences

A STUDY COMPLETED COOPERATIVELY BY:
326 East D Street
Tacoma, WA 98421

204 Hoveland Hall
2700 SW Campus Way
Corvallis, OR 97331

Thank you for participating in this survey of human wellbeing in the Puget Sound, funded by the Puget Sound Partnership. It should
take less than 10 minutes of your time. Please complete the brief survey and return it to the researcher using the pre-paid envelope.
Participation is voluntary, and your responses are completely confidential.
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact Principal Investigator Kelly Biedenweg by e-mail at
Kelly.biedenweg@oregonstate.edu.
The results of this survey will be reported in the Puget Sound Partnership’s State of the Sound Report in 2019. Please visit the
following website for more details: http://ww w.psp.wa.gov/vitalsigns/

1.

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to the Puget Sound Region?
Please check one box for each question:
Strongly
Disagree

Statement

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
Know

I have plenty of opportunities to
influence natural resource
decisions in the Puget Sound
region if I want to
I have the freedom to make
personal decisions about how
natural resources are managed on
my property
I feel well represented by the
leaders of Puget Sound natural
resource management processes
I trust regional policymakers to
protect Puget Sound’s natural
resources
I have access to enough
information regarding the social
and economic consequences of
how natural resources are
managed in the Puget Sound
I have access to enough
information regarding the
environmental consequences of
how natural resources are
managed in the Puget Sound
I have access to enough
information regarding the
regulatory aspects of how natural
resources are managed in the
Puget Sound

2.

In the past year, about how often did you engage in stewardship behaviors/activities that you believed benefitted the
environment? Please check one box for each question:

Behavior/Activity

Rarely

Occasionally

Regularly

(1-4 times a year)

(Once a month)

(Once a week)

Never

Frequently
(Almost every
day)

Don’t
Know

Behaviors that you believe
effectively benefitted the
environment
Environmental behaviors
that were personally
meaningful to you

10

Environmental behaviors
that you believe are needed
by the community

3.

Does your work involve spending time in natural environments (e.g. commercial or charter fishing, farming, forestry,
habitat restoration, or outdoor-recreation jobs?
No
Yes
If Yes: About how many hours a week do you perform work that involves spending time in natural
environments?
Less than 5 hours/week
5-10 hours/week
11-20 hours/week
21-30 hours/week
More than 30 hours/week

4.

In the past year, about how often have you felt inspiration when spending time in the outdoors of the Puget Sound region?
Never
Rarely (1-4 times a year)
Occasionally (Once a month)
Regularly (Once a week)
Frequently (Almost every day)

5.

In the past year, about how often has spending time in the outdoors of the Puget Sound region helped you reduce stress?
Never
Rarely (1-4 times a year)
Occasionally Once a month)
Regularly (Once a week)
Frequently (Almost every day)

6. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to the Puget Sound Region?
Please check one box for each question:

Statement

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

I am very attached to the natural
environment in the Puget Sound
region
I am proud to live in the Puget Sound
region
I feel responsible for taking care of
Puget Sound’s natural environment
Living in the Puget Sound region says
a lot about who I am
Being able to engage in outdoor
activities or cultural practices is
important to my connection to the
Puget Sound

11

I am mostly attached to parts of Puget
Sound that are nearest to me
I could be satisfied living in other
places outside the Puget Sound

7.

About how many days per month on average did you participate in the following recreation activities in the Puget Sound
region this past summer (about June – September). Please check one box for each question:

Outdoor Activity

I do not
engage in
this activity

Less than 1
day per
month

1-4 days
per month

5-10 days
per month

11-20 days
per month

More
than 20
days per
month

Don’t
Know

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or OHV
Riding)
Using Paved Paths or Trails for
Walking, Running, Biking
Using Unpaved Trails for Walking,
Running, Biking, Horseback, Hiking,
Backpacking
Camping (Car or Back Country)

Fishing

Hunting

Picnic or BBQ

Motorized Boating
Non-Motorized Water Sports (e.g.
Kayak, Surf, Sailing, Swimming,
Scuba)
Gardening or Yard Work
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8.

About how many days per month on average did you participate in the following recreation activities in the Puget
Sound region this past winter (about November – February). Please check one box for each question:

Outdoor Activity

I do not
engage in
this
activity

Less than
1 day per
month

1-4 days
per month

5-10 days
per month

11-20 days
per month

More
than 20
days per
month

Motorized Trail Use (e.g. ATV or OHV
Riding)
Using Paved Paths or Trails for
Walking, Running, Biking
Using Unpaved Trails for Walking,
Running, Biking, Horseback, Hiking,
Backpacking
Camping (Car or Back Country)

Fishing

Hunting

Picnic or BBQ

Motorized Boating
Non-Motorized Water Sports (e.g.
Kayak, Surf, Sailing, Swimming)
Skiing/Snow Boarding or Snowshoeing

Gardening or Yard Work

In this next question, we want to understand the extent of cultural and traditional practices in the Puget Sound.
9.

In the past year, about how often did you participate in activities or traditions related to the environment that
are important to your family or community?
Never
Rarely (1-4 times a year)
Occasionally (Once a month)
Regularly (Once a week)
Frequently (Almost every day)

Please share the activity(ies) or tradition(s) you’re thinking of: _____________________________________________

Don’t
Know

10. In the past year, about how often did you hunt, harvest, gather, or forage for the following food in the Puget
Sound Region? Please check one box for each item:

Local Food

Never

Rarely (1-2 times a
season)

Occasionally (3-5
times a season)

Regularly (6-8
times a season)

Frequently (More
than 10 times a
season)

Fish

Shellfish

Deer or Elk

Waterfowl
Plants, Berries, or
Mushrooms
11. In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your life overall?
Somewhat
Neither Satisfied nor
Somewhat
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Satisfied

Satisfied

12. How many years have you lived in the Puget Sound? ______________
13. What is your sex?
Man

Woman

Other

14. Which of the following best describes the area you live in?
Rural
Suburban
Urban
15. Please circle the highest level of education you have completed.
College or
Elementary and High School
Technical School
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
16. What is your personal annual income?
Less than $10,000
$10,000-$24,999
$75,000-$99,999
$100,000-$149,999

Graduate or Professional School
17

18

$25,000-$49,000
$150,000-$200,000

19

20

21

22

23

24+

$50,000-$74,999
Greater than $200,000

17. What is your race? Mark all that apply.
Black or African American
Native American or Native Alaskan
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific
Islander
Asian
White
Hispanic or Latino
Other
18. Please list two cross streets near where you live:________________________________________
19. What is your age?
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
Greater than 75
20. What is your zip code? _______________________

Thank you for completing this survey. If you have any additional thoughts on human wellbeing in your area, please
write them here on the back cover, as needed.
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Appendix D. Non-Response Survey
A was survey given to s subset non-response participants. The survey was shortened version of the 2020 survey,
including a randomly selected question from each section, with the addition of the free response governance and all the
demographic questions for a total of 18 questions. These questions are gathered below:

Governance- How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to
the Puget Sound Region
I trust regional policymakers to protect Puget Sound’s natural resources
What agencies policymakers, or institutions were you thinking of when answering the above questions.
Local Foods- In the past year, about how often did you hunt, harvest, gather, or forage for the
following food in the Puget Sound Region
Fish
Sound Stewardship- In the past year, about how often did you engage in stewardship
behaviors/activities that you believed benefitted the environment?
Behaviors that you believe effectively benefitted the environment
Nature-based Work- Does your work involve spending time in natural environments (e.g.
commercial or charter fishing, farming, forestry, habitat restoration, or outdoor-recreation
jobs?)
Psychological Wellbeing
In the past year, about how often has spending time in the outdoors of the Puget Sound region helped you
reduce stress?
Cultural Activities- In the past year, how satisfied were you with your level of participation in
any of the following cultural activities or traditions related to the environment?
Native Practices or Activities (canoe journey, Tribal center events, potlach, etc.)
Outdoor Activities (Fall)- About how many days per month on average did you participate in
the following recreation activities in the Puget Sound region this past fall (about September November).
Picnic or BBQ
Outdoor Activities (Spring)- About how many days per month on average did you participate
in the following recreation activities in the Puget Sound region this past spring (about March
– May).
Camping (either car or back country)
Sense of Place- How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements related to
the Puget Sound region?
Living in the Puget Sound region says a lot about who I am
Demographics
In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your life overall?
How many years have you lived in the Puget Sound?
What is your sex?
Which of the following best describes the area you live in?
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
What is your annual household income?
What is your race?
What is your age?
Which of the following do you consider yourself? (Very Conservative to Very Liberal)
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Appendix E. Governance Entities Listed by Respondents
Of the 1,843 respondents 38.7% (709 respondents) answered the free response question: “What agencies
policymakers, or institutions were you thinking of when answering the above questions?” regarding the questions
in the governance section.
Note a response of “none” indicates the respondent answered none and did not leave the question blank.
?

all of them

?

All of them federal to local

? State government, Non-governmental
organizations, county government

All of them, state, federal, county, military

*I'm tired of developers cutting down all my
trees!!!*
A natural resource district like in State we came
from
agencies across the board at any given time
Air pollution control agency, sound water
stewards, Whidbey Environmental Action
airport and port authorities, water sewer,
fisheries and forest management authorities and
utilities
all
All
All gov. agencies - always put on hold - no one
communication all on line does not answer all
questions
All government
All government agencies
All of government
All of the above. More information and
transparency. Public input is difficult & then
ignored.
All of them
All of them
All of them
All of them
all of them

All of them!
All of them! Decisions are made prior public
meetings
all political - city + state - who is telling the
truth?
All the state government
all WA state govt staffd by
environmentalist/incompetent personnel
Anacortes city council
Any in general I am not well informed
Army corp, BPA
Articles and media
Beats me!
Blind lawmaker trust
BLM, forest service, governor, fish and wildlife
service
BLM, Forest Service, State Parks, State Forests,
National Parks Service, Co. Parks, City Parks
BLM, Pugent Sound Alliance, Nat'l Parks, EPA
Bureau of land management- selling/restriction
public laws
Camano Water Association, Stanwood-Camano
City
Choices made in Olympia & Shelton
City & county & state planning wells and septic
should not be an option
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City and city agencies
City and county council, dept of ecology,
City Council
city council, heads of corporations, state
representatives, congressional representatives,
senators, mayor, governor chamber of commerce
City of Bainbridge and Kitsap County
City of Bainbridge Island guidance, would be
interested in having more information from
statewide agencies
City of Des Moines, WA Land and Bldg.permit
Dept

County commissioners, state reps, NOAH, DNR,
Local non-profits, UW-extension
County commission (Thurston, WA), TRPC,
Black Hills Audubon, PUD, Port of Olympia
Commission
County commissioner, WA state EPA, WA state
fish and wildlife
County commissioners- but it feels like an
"insiders game"
County council, BLM, local chamber of
commerce, power companies, department of
agriculture, federal agencies under Trump's
watch, environmental protection agency (Forest
service)

City of Gig Harbor; Department of
Transportation

County government

City of Seattle combined utilities

County laws- we live in a rural area and have
more freedom concerning our property.

City, County, State officials and departments.
Most information regarding these matters are
communicated through local utility providers.
Clallam county
Clallam County; city council of Port Angeles;
wildlife reserve
Congressional delegation
Congressional representatives
Congressional representatives, Dept of Fish and
Wildlife, Dept of Ecology, Forestry Services,
Energy Companies, Refineries, Mining &
Timber Industries
Conservation Northwest, Sierra Club
County
County
County + State land management offices, county
commissioners
County and state
County and state regulations and politicians
County commissioners, Governor, Public lands
representative

County permitting office, WDFW
County regulations and building regulations,
town policy, fish and wildlife, friends of San
Juan and personal efforts- I.e. recycle, no
pesticides etc.
County sensitive areas, WDFW, DNR
County, Dept of Ecology
County, Port commissioners, elected official,
department of natural resources, fisheries and
wildlife
County, state, and federal agencies
County, state, DNR, fishenes
D.N.R. - Their new regulations make it almost
impossible to operate a family tree farm.
DDES + the county level is biased & ignorant of
science
Department natural resources, Kitsap county
Department of ecology, county council
Department of ecology, department of natural
resources, Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
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Department of ecology, environmental
protection agencies

Department of natural resources, Department of
fish and wildlife, and county governments

Department of ecology, local agencies, planners,
county GMA planner

Department of Natural Resources, Dept of Fish
and Wildlife, State Parks, Port Commisioners,
PUD offices/officers, County Parks Departments

Department of Ecology, parks, city sumner,
pierce co
Department of Ecology; Department of
Transportation
Department of Energy
department of fish and wildlife
Department of fish and wildlife
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Department of fish and wildlife especially the
fishing
Department of fish and wildlife, have worked
with local group
Department of fisheries and wildlife
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
Department of forestry, WA state government
Department of Health, Department of Ecology,
Shoreline Commission
Department of Nat. Resrouces, Fish + Wildlife
Department of natural resources
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Natural Resources
Department of natural resources
Department of natural resources
Department of natural resources

Department of natural resources, ecology,
Washington department of fish and wildlife,
Pierce county, tribes, Environmental protection
agency
Department of natural resources, forest service,
Jefferson land trust, shoreline advisory
Department of Natural resources, governors
office, national oceanic and atmospheric
administration
Department of natural resources, local
government (city/county)
Department of Natural Resources, National
Forest Foundation, Washington Trails
Association, Puget Sound Energy, Public
Utilities District, United States Geological
Survey,
Department of natural resources, Washington
fisheries and wildlife, Washington department of
ecology
Department of natural resources, Washington
state department of forestry, Environmental
protection agency, regional agencies
Department of Natural Resources, WDFW,
Puget Sound Partnership, Ecology, and Tribes
Department of natural resources; department of
ecology; local agencies
Department of State Lands and city/county
government. BLM, State department of natural
resources EPA
Department of wildlife
Dept Ecology, Fish & Game,
dept natural resources,

Department of natural resources, clean air
agency, fish and wildlife

Dept of ecology, Governor, legislature, media

Department of Natural Resources, County
commissioners, and city councilors

Dept of ecology, NOAA, Fish and Wildlife,
Salmon Enhancement
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Dept of ecology, Public utility district, land
management - state

Dnr
DNR

Dept of Ecology, San Juan County Marine
Resource Comm

DNR

Dept of Ecology; DNR; DFW

DNR

Dept of F&W, dept defense, dept of ecology,
port of Fri. Har.

DNR

Dept of Fish & Wildlife
Dept of fish & wildlife, Dept Natural Res.
Dept of fish + game
Dept of Fish + Wildlife
Dept of fish and forestry

DNR
DNR
DNR - Franz
DNR + government
DNR WDFW Tribes
DNR web site

Dept of Fish and Wildlife, Dept of Natural
Resources, Parks and Recreation (Parks)

dnr, county commissioners, dept of ecology,

Dept of Fish and Wildlife, etc.

DNR, Department of Fisheries, commissioner of
Public Lands,

Dept of fisheries and game, Inslee, attorney
general
Dept of fisheries/land management
Dept of Interior, DAHP SLL ECY DWF FPB
PARKS PSP DNR
Dept of land management
Dept of Natural Resources
Dept of natural resources, Audubon center, Dept
of forestry, Fish and Wildlife

DNR, Dept of ecology, dept of fish and wildlife,
dept of agriculture, recycling
DNR, Dept of Fisheries
DNR, ecology
DNR, Ecology, Ag
DNR, Ecology, County & City agencies
DNR, elected state + local leaders, EPA
DNR, EPA, Gov of Washington state

Dept of Natural Resources, Dept of Fisheries and
Wildlife

DNR, EPA, USFW, Salmon recovery groups,
Audobon

Dept of Natural Resources, governor, legislators

DNR, Fish and Wildlife

Dept of natural resources, wdfw, Mason county,

DNR, Fish and Wildlife, Governor's office,
legislature

Dept of natural resrouce, fish + (#JH: not sure
what this word is, I'll put a photo in the folder)
Dept of Natural Resources, Governor, Cities]
Dept. of Natural Resources
DNR

DNR, Hilary Franz, NOAA, Dept of Fish &
Wildlife
DNR, Law makers, WDFW
DNR, legislators, Co. commissioners, EPA

DNR
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DNR, local congress members/senate, Jefferson
Land Trust
DNR, Port Townsend Marine Science Center,
Land Trust

Dungeness River Aubodon Ctr; League of
Women Voters (Story of Water); North Olympic
Land Trust
DWF, local tribes, DNR

DNR, PS Clean Air Agency

Ecology, health, legislature

DNR, Puget Sound Partnership, Drew Hnason,
Christal Roffes, BILT

Ecology, Labor & Industries,

DNR, Universities, County Council people,
SEADOC, Landtrusts, etc
DNR, WDFW, DOE

Ecology, Natural Resources, EPA Couinty,
WDFW
Elected officials
Elected officials

DNR, WDFW, DOE, NWIFC, DEPT OF
AGRICULTURE

Elected officials

DNR, WDFW, Local legislators, county govt,
city govvt

Elected officials, growth management hearings
board

DNR, WDFW, Nation forest, Derrick Kilmer

elected representatives

DNR? Politicians? Don't receive information on
Natural Resources Management

Elected representatives, non-profit organizations

DNR. BLM
DNR'
DNR/Gov/Senator/Park Head Ranger
Do not know their policy

Environmental
Environmental
Environmental department, state policymakers- I
would need to research names of institutions.
Puget Sound fisheries and wildlife
Environmental health departments

DOE, WDFW, state legislature, local and state
government

Environmental protection agency

DOE/Skagit Co Website

Environmental protection agency

Don't know

Environmental protection agency

Don't Know

Environmental protection agency and other
government agencies in general that have
influence here

Don't know
don't know
Don't know?
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know. WA State agencies and politicians
Dow Constantine

Environmental protection agency and
Washington department of Fish and Wildlife
Environmental protection agency, bureau of land
management
Environmental Protection Agency, National
Ocean and Atmosphere Association, Elected
officials
Environmental protection agency, state
department of fish and game
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Environmental, natural resources regulatory

Federal

EPA

Federal - state agencies

EPA

Federal agencies- including the Navy

EPA

Federal, state, county & city governments,
including military

Epa
EPA
EPA & Fish + Wildlife
EPA DNR
EPA or Dept of Natural Resources

Fish & Game, forestry, state parks
Fish & wildlife
Fish & Wildlife, DNR, Gov Insley
Fish + Wildlife

EPA, DNR, Wash State Govt

Fish + Wildlife, Bureau of Land Management,
EPA, Forestry Services

EPA, DNR, WDFW, Governor Inslee

Fish and game

EPA, Fish and Game

Fish and game, home owner association,
department of natural resources, salmon
enhancement, Hood Canal enhancement

EPA, Forestry Dept, Dept of Fisheries and
Wildlife
EPA, Health Dept
EPA, state laws
EPA, The Washington State Dept of Fish and
Wildlife
EPA, US Forest Service, City of Seattle,
Vancouver Island
EPA, WA Dept Natural Resources
EPA, Washington fish and wildlife, WA state
legislature
Exercising my voting right as a U.S. citizen,
communicating with WA state legislature, city &
zoning regulations, Dept of Ecology for water &
air, Pugent Sound Clean Air Agency, WA Dept
of Fish & Wildlife, N.A. Tribes, WA Dept of
Natural Resources, WA Dept of (#JH: not sure
what is says here, looks like 'Creekstrug',
including a photo), WA State Parks, WA State
Dept of Health, Google Agencies, News Media
F&Wildlife/hunting guides. Getting pertinent
information isn't easy
Fed govt
Fed, State, NGO's, private

Fish and game, news papers
fish and wild life
Fish and wildlife
Fish and wildlife
Fish and wildlife
Fish and wildlife
Fish and wildlife and forestry management
Fish and wildlife website searches
Fish and wildlife, coast guard, environmental
protection agency
Fish and Wildlife, DNR, EPA
Fish and wildlife, Environmental Protection
Agency, local politicians (island county)
Fish and wildlife, politicians
Fish and wildlife; Seattle municiple code
Fish and Wildlife/Timber Aagencies/Traibal
Quoas on Fishing-Claming + Recreational
Fisheries
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Fisheries, Dept of Ecology, Skagit Co Gov
Fisheries, governor Inslee
Forest and recreation
Forest service
Forest service, EPA
Foresters, DFWL
Forestry
Forestry, Corps of Engineers, Federal Vessel
Management, Military, Water Quality, Dept Env
Quality, Tribes

department of natural resources, department of
ecology; county/local government
Governor Inslee
Governor, county committees, mayors
Governor, county representatives, environmental
protection agency
Governor, DNR, State of Washington, Non
Profits, Environmental groups
Governor, local representation in government
Governor, mayor, urban development officials

Friends of San Juan

Governor, State + US Reps, Climate reality
protet, NRDC, 350.org

Friends of San Juan, San Juan Co., fisherman
bay sewer district

Governor, WA Senate, House of Rep

Friends of the San Juan, SeaDac Society, WEC

Governor's office, natural resources department,
state representatives

Friends of the San Juan; conservation district;
county government

Govt

Friends of the San Juans
Friends of the San Juans, Nature Conservancy,
KUOW, KNKX, local newspaper
Futurewise, WDFW, DNR, Resources, Dept of
Ecology, DNR
Good question! Government is not very
transparent and is pushed or controlled by
politics rather than good science
gov, senate, house, commissions, wdfw, tribes
Government agencies- department of natural
resources, etc. County commissioners, state
legislators
Governmental agencies
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor & State legislature
Governor and state, representatives/senators;
Washington Department of Fish and wildlife,

govt
govt all together/"too much government"
Ha ha, Google and DuckDuckGo
Have no idea
Head of Land - DNR
High marks to Washington State DNR,
Bainbridge Is. Land Trust etc. Answer in #2
above refers to brainbridge city council.
https://wdfw.wa.gov/,
https://www.governor.wa.gov/
I actually realized I don't know where to find that
info
I am 85 years old I don't do much anymore
I am new to the area and am not familiar
I am not aware of such agencies, etc.
I am not informed of any of this. I don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t
know who is in charge of anything nor the
policies.
I am personally unaware of any of the above
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I can easily research any issue of concern on
internet, DNR, WFFA, ATFA, U of W and WSU
Extension

I subscribe to a city newsletter & I work in
public health - but I don't feel confident
w/answers above

I can name any such agency

I think about the government

I don't even know that

I was thinking of local governments

I don't get info on this from anyone via email or
mail

I wasn't!

I don't know
I don't know any
I don't know anything about natural resources or
institutions in puget sound
I don't know their titles but I always feel
informed by the city + state
I don't know where any of this infor. can be
found
I don't know who they are.
I don't know, that's why I say I kind of disagree.
It just doesn't seem to be top of mind of any
publications or news in my town.

I'm not sure, that's why I rated it low.
I'm pretty much referring to my own search
efforts on the internet
Ignorant of how to contact agencies
Industry - manufacturing, timber, policians and
their lobbiests
Inslee, Darek Kilmer, WA Dept of Ecology,
Pugent Sound Anglers
Island County + Langley Washington City
governemnt
Island county planning department

I don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t know any

Jay Inslee, AG Bob Ferguson, Nature
Conservancy WA, Sierra Club, Conservation
NW

I don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t know any??

Jeff land trust

I don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t know of any.

Jefferson county

I had to mark IDK because of this. EPA is the
onle one that comes to mind.

Jefferson County Health Dept

I have no idea because I am not well informed
I have no idea. I haven‚Äö√Ñ√¥t lived here that
long and I live in military housing so I
don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t really think about natural
resources
I have not done research in this area, but I find
that for the most part natural resources seem
protected on the west Sound, so I assume
someone is doing a good job
I live on the Swinomish Indian Reservation
I may have access, but no #?# #?# to the #?#
public

Just political policy
King Country Environmental Services (all
information is either vague and nebulous, or
legalese jargon. No outreach for events,
community engagement, or forums.)
King County leadership, Seattle City Council,
Washington state legislature
King county resources.
King County WA, Dept. Ecology WA, OR DEQ,
USEPA, USF&WS
King County, City of State, Dept of Ecology'

I rent room, so management handles the property
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King county, state of Washington DOE, PUGET
SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY, PUGET
SOUND PARTNERSHIP,

local government + cities
Local government agencies- city/town and
country

Kistap County commissioners, Department of
community development

Local governments, Canadian government

Kitsap County Environmental Programs; Dept of
Natural Resources

Local libraries both physical & online, state
regulatory

Kitsap county; conservation district; state or
federal reps

Local MRCs, department of ecology, friends of
San Juan

Land management

Local newspaper, TU news

Land management about farms in San Juan
Islands

Local policy makers

Land trusts

local public radio, local public utilities districts,
and legislator newsletters

Law makers, DOH, environmental groups

Local representatives

Legislative + TV news

Local water association, county officials where I
live, websites for resources I could look up

Legislators
Legislature, ecology
legislature, epa, wdfw
Legislature, water district, county comissioner
Local
Local
Local & state reps
Local agencies like lnd trust + salmon coalition
but also governmental agencies

Local, county & state elected officials
Locally elected officials (city, county, state),
Skagit land trust, Parks department
Long live the kings, Seadoc society, friends of
the San Juans
Mail, TV
Marine resources committee of San Juan County
Mason County Conservation District
Mayor and Governor. Just moved.

Local and regional agencies

Mayor Lent, Jay Ensley, PSNS

Local and state

Media, Dept of Ecology, WSU Beach Watchers,
Sound Water Stewards

Local and state agencies
Local and state government

Media, governor

Local and state government and agencies

Metro Parks Tacoma, Sierra Club Tatoosh
Group, Pierce Conservation District

Local and state governments, conservation
organizations

Mount Vernon leadership

local county
local government

MRC, State Legislators, Jefferson County
My county commissioners; state reps
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my local county council, my state & federal
representatives

Nobody really came to mind
NONA + Tribes

my local mayor, city council members and state
representatives

None

My mayor, state & D.C. reps & senate members

None

My own agency and choices, tribes, pugent
sound partnership, hood canal coordinating
council

None

My state representative, LOCAL environmental
groups, local fisherman, natural groups (e.g.
wilderness society)
National oceanic and atmospheric
administration, newspaper (San Juan Island),
Washington department of fisheries and wildlife
Native plant-Clallam Conservation District,
Hungeness Watershed, Coastal Watershed
Institute
New to area so I am not sure
News
News
News outlets, letters from my leg. Reps
News paper, University Washington, Western
Washington University
Newspaper, science club talks
Newspaper, TV programs, internet
NGOs, BLM, DNR

None
none
None
None
None
None
None
None
None - cause I don't know
None - I am Bert Barr's widow and trying to
survive his passing on 4-17-19
None come to mind. I'f refering to what I read in
the news, what i hear from other environmentally
savy friends. etc.
None in particular
none in particular
None in particular

Nisquality land trust

None really. I used Washington Dept of Fish
website once

NMFS, BLM, National forests etc. smaller local
regulatory orgs

None specifically except King County - WA
State

No idea

None- don't kow any of them

No idea

None, I wish there were more active information
available for residents and home owners.

No specific ones
No specific source

Not sure

NOAA

Not sure of organization, only know about local
marine center influence

NOAA, WDFW, Office of the Governor,
Washington Department of Ecology

NPS, Fish and Wildlife, USFS,DNR, County
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NWCAA; DAN
Online resources, government agencies
Pacific Environmental
Parks and Rec
Parks and recreation, city council, Sound transit,
city, local and federal government
Permitting for putting trout in our lake
Pierce County
https://www.co.pierce.wa.us/96/Communications
Pierce county
Pierce County

Public Lands, Congresswoman Jayapal, My
State legislators, King County, City of Seattle
Public library
Public Librays
Public resources
Pugent sound clean air act, dept of Agg, (#JH:
don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t know what they wrote here)
Pugent sound clean air agency, Dept of ecology
Pugent Sound Environmental Agency
Pugent Sound Water Trails, Bainbrige Island
Councel, U.W. Conservation N.W.

Policy makers in Olympia and the Indian Nation

Pugent soundkeeper, Port of Seattle, King
County

political

Puget Sound Clean Air

Political and Industry policymakers

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency

Political leaders

Puget Sound Fisheries, Wildlife Refuges,
Community Recreations

Political parties
Politicians
Politicians - local + other
Pope and Talbot (new owners) waste dump on
Bond rd
Por townsend city council
Port Angeles (city) Government (#2)/ WA DNR
+ DFW, etc.
Port of Bellington, NOAA, Dept of Fisheries,
DNR
Port of Olympia, EPA (Lacey, WA)
Port of Port Angeles, Klallam Indian Tribe
Port of Seattle, King County Council, Des
Moines Council
Pretty uninformed on this. I am only familiar
with building codes + land zoning + wet lands
Primarily Jefferson County where I live
Public lands manager and the Governor

Puget Sound natural resource funding
Puget Sound natural resources
Puget sound water authority
Puget Sound Water Quality Authority
Puget Soundkeeper Alliance, Department of
Ecology of WA
Received mail with infographics and booklets
with information- signs in parks with "fun facts"
about how it's managed
Rep. Kilmen; Hillary Frang; Gov. Inslee; local
democrats; conservation district
Representative Derek Kilmer and Maria
Cantwell
San Juan Counry Council
San Juan County
San Juan County Council & San Juan County
Land Bank as well as WS Dept. of Ecology, Port
commissions, Department of Fisheries, etc.
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San Juan County legislators

state and county govenment

San Juan Preservation Trust, Friends of the San
Juans

State and county government

Seattle
Seattle City Council, Seattle Mayor & State
Representatives
Seattle City Light, Seattle Public Utilities,
Kshama Sawant

State and federal congressional reps. County
comissioner, local city council
State and federal elected politicians
State and federal politicians

see additional thoughts page

State and local agencies/publications/state
environmental protection agency/growth
management acts/news

Senators, representatives

State and local governments

Sewers, Code enforcement on private property,
Whidbey naval air station

State and Native governments/legislators

Shore line management, county health dept
Shoreline management

State department of ecology
State department of ecology, health department,
department of fish and wildlife

Sierra club, nature conservancy, environmental
protection agency, Washington environmental
council

State department of natural resources

Skagit Co., WA ECY, BLM, Forest Service,

State government

Skagit County Government & Fish and Wildlife

State government

Skagit Valley College

State government

Sound keeper alliance

State government

Sound waters, orca network

State Government

special interest influence on
policymakers/elected officials

State government

State + Fed EPA
State agencies
State agencies
State agencies dealing with natural resources and
forest land.
State agencies- department of ecology,
department of natural resources, department of
transportation
State agencies, local agencies
State agency, local county, conservation districts,
law maker

State departments of natural resources

State government in Olympia
State government, governor
State government, Washington
State lawmakers, department of ecology,
department of natural resources, state fish and
wildlife, federal fish and wildlife
State leaders
State legislature, county council, city council
State legislature, county land use management
State legislature, local liberals
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State of WA Environmental Dept
State of washington
State parks, county parks (island co.),
department of fish and wildlife
State Parks, DNR, etc.
State parks, fish and game
State Representative or Senator, County
Planning Dept. or Building Department, Island
County Representatives, commissioners, etc.
State representatives
State representatives, heads of parks and wild
life
State, county, and city agencies
State, county, local, NGO
State, local, DNR, forestry, EPA, governor's
office, laws
State, regional (Salish sea)
SWF
Taylor shellfish
The Alliance for Puget Sound Natural Resources

The US army corps of engineers, US navy, US
air force, Environmental protection agency,
bureau of land management, US forest service
The US Environmental agency has become
political and no longer advocating for
environment
They all suck!
those currently in place
Thurston County WA, WA state dept of
Ecology, + F&W
To many law makers trying to push the new
green deal
U of Washinton
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, WA
Dept of Ecology, Kitsap County Shoreline
Administrator
U.S. Forest Service, WA DNR, WDFW, State
senators and representatives
Unbiased government agencies, state unions,
research, peer reviewed scientific publications
Univ of Washington, Dept of Ecology, Dept of
Health
unknown

The army corps of engineers annual report/Gov
Enghars office and their reports

unknown

the county government and the state government

Unsure

The gov, state leg, and Wash dept of fish and
wildlife
The governor and state Senate
The governor, Dept of Ecology - I think DNR
The media

Utility companies, State, municipal government
UW Extension programs/Swinnomish tribal
water monitory crew/evergreen islands/skagit
county shuelms committee
UW, NWIFC, NOAA

The ones with regulatory authority.

Various agencies & institutions- not enough
information

The port of Seattle

WA Congress and Inslee

The Residence Property Owners, Whatcom
County, City of Bellingham, WA

WA department of fish and wildlife

The Snahomish city council

WA Dept of Ecology, Bureau of Land
Management, Regional leaders (country +
tribal), Local land trusts
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WA Dept of Ecology, Division of Natural
Resources

WA State government: Governor, mayor,
ecology/natural resource management

WA Dept of Ecology, WA Governor, WA Fish
and Wildlife

WA state govt

WA Dept of Ecology, WA State Dept of Health

WA State Parks + Recreation, www.dnr.wa.gov
- WA Dept (DNR) Natural Resources

WA Dept of Lands; Sightline Institute;
Bainbridge Island City Council

WA State Senate/Congress, San Juan County,
Mayor/County council/San Juan County

WA Dept Resources

WA-DNR, Kitsap County Building and Planning
Department, Department of Ecology

WA DFW, WA DOE
Wa dnr
wa dnr

Wash st congress + policy maker
Washington Department Fish and Wildlife

WA DNR, WA Dept of Ecology, EPA Salish
Sea, City of Bham (arborist)

Washington Department of Ecology, Puget
Sound Clean Air Agency, King County Natural
Resources Department

WA Environmental Group, Water Protectors,
Various emails I receive

Washington Department of Fish + Wildlife,
NOAA

WA EPA

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

WA Extension Service

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

WA Fish & Game

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

WA Fish and Wildlife

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

WA Fish and Wildlife

Washington department of fish and wildlife,
department of ecology

WA St Dept of Ecology, WA St Commissioner
of Public Lands, N.W.F. Pugent Sound Keeper
WA ST DNR
WA State agencies
WA State Dept of Natural Reaources
WA State Dept of Natural Resources; Fish and
WIldlife
Wa State DNR
WA State EPA, DNR and San Juan County
Resource Mgmt
WA state fish and game
WA state gov admin, National park service,
members congress/senate

Washington department of fish and wildlife,
department of natural resources
Washington department of fish and wildlife,
Department of natural resources, Department of
ecology
Washington department of fisheries and wildlife
Washington department of fisheries and wildlife
Washington department of fisheries and wildlife
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association
Washington department of Fisheries and
wildlife, National Forest Service, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Department of Natural Resources, Northwest
Interagency Coordination Center, Department of
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Ecology, Washignton Gov, Washington
Legislature
Washington Department of Natural Resources
Washington department of natural resources
Washington dept of ecology
Washington Dept. Fish + Wildlife
Washington Dept. of Fish & Game
Washington DNR, USFS, National Park Service,
Olympia state lawmakers + WA laws
Washington epa
Washington fish and wildlife, US congress,
environmental protection agencies, Washington
legislature
Washington government, Puget Sound
Partnership, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Governor Inslee, representatives
Washington state
Washington state department of natural
resources
Washington state department of natural
resources
Washington state department of natural
resources, department of fisheries
Washington State Dept of Natural Resources,
BLM, US Forest Service, Washington State Dept
of Ecology
Washington state dept, ecology dept, EPA
Washington state dept. of ecology/pugent sound
keeper alliance
Washington State DNR and Ecology, City of
Olympia, Port of Olympia, Thurston County
Commissioners
Washington state ferries #Respondent wrote
WSF?#, #?# indian (potlatch) newspaper
Washington state government
Washington state government/also local leaders
who allow builders to over build

Washington state governor's office
Washington state lawmakers
Washington State, county, federal agencies
including corps engineers
Washington state, Jefferson county, Kitsap
county, Native rights to harvest shellfish
Water dept, timber, wildlife, fishing, parks
WDFW
WDFW
WDFW Media and News No info about
meetings ever put out
WDFW + DNR
wdfw epa
WDFW, Dept of Ecology
WDFW, DNR
Wdfw, dnr
WDFW, DNR, Dept of Ecology, EPA, King
County, Pierce County, Kitsap County,
WDFW, DNR, Pacific Salmon Commission
WDFW, DNR, Tribes
WDFW, Ecology, County
WDFW, Ecology, DNR
Wdfw, Environmental agencies, etc
WDFW, EPA, Puget Sound Partnership, County
government
WDFW, EPA, WA commissioner of public
lands, Puget Soundkeeper Alliance, Jefferson
County Dept. of Community Development,
Duwamish Tribe, Quinault Indian Nation, WA
Dept of Natural Resources, wa dept of ecology,
noxious weed eradication, fisheries commission,
Forest Practices Board
WDFW, Tribes
WDNR, WDFW, SJC ACOE
western washington university
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Whatcom Comly Council
Whatcom County
Whatcom county DNR
Whatcom county public utility district,
Bellingham greenway fund, Whatcom county
council, bellingham city council
Whatcom county public works Natural
Resources

Whidbey camano land trust, Audubon society,
Sierra club
Wild life and county
Wildlife management, Audubon, recycle
Worried about Trump administration (and
Republican party) stealing/destroying public land
for profit
WSDFW, Inslee, Kitsap County

Whatcom county watershed

WSDOE

Whatcom land trust, washington department of
natural resources, fish and wildlife, tribes

WSU extension, nature conservancy , EPA
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Appendix F. Comments
Of the 1,843 respondents 28% (519 respondents) left comments or a comment was included by data entry technicians
to note items of importance not reflected in normal data entry. Any comment with a “#” and initials indicates a
comment made by the data entry technician rather than the respondent.

#JH: NA for the entire survey
- I live on a lake
- Lake property owners pay higher taxes, yet if there is a water quality problem, which impacts users, including
the public, lake property owners must pay for it. We need the government to step up and pay, too.
-Had a sail boat until Fall of 2019. But with both power and sail, we only went to the San Juan Islands and since it
isn't November yet, did you mean Fall of September-November 2019?
-We have been to NO events since February 2020 to COVID. So question is neither irrelevant.
-You may want to update this information for results during a "non" pandemic year
-Answers could be skewed based on a variety of people answering as if this was a normal year vs a "covid" year
*Please provide results of this study when completed. Human well-being has been significantly impacted by the
increase of population in Pugent Sound region since 1971 when we moved here to Greater Seattle area. The
quality of life is seemingly impacted by people who have moved to region and are not bonded to land and
resources having come from elsewhere. Use of resources in natural environment has increased but care and
management appears to have decreased by the emigrants who have not lived here a significant amount of time.
Mobile population makes it difficult to instill the sense of belonging and responsibility so sorely needed to keep
our environment safe, clean, and pristine for all to enjoy as well as safeguard our creatures who are part of the
ecosystem. Unrestricted development has left us deprived of greenbelts as developers continue to build at
unprecedented level. Deer, fox, bobcats, etc. have no place to shelter from the attacks on our environment. Our
orcas are endangered in Puget Sound. We need to "step up" now. Time is running out! Thank you for the $2.00
bill! Hope it's lucky :) Wayne and Joyce Bayer
#JH: They didn't answer W1, just W2
#HKT Q8.6 respondent answered both 1 and 3, only 1 was reported#
#HKT: 30+ years on question D2#
Native Americans have too much control over fish and game: bank to bank netting: poaching‚Äö√Ñ¬∂ JMHO
#HKT: All cultural questions respondent selected both 3 and do not engage, only do not engage was reported#
My hope is in the future. The earth is being ruined by men. The only one to fix it is God, he promises to fix this
world, the earth, mankind, and animals. Please go to f.w.org. to find wonderful answers, to who will fix this and a
bright future.
#HKT: Below OSP section they wrote in "Due to COVID"#
#HKT: C1 and C2 respondent selected 3 as well as do not engage, only do not engage was selected#
#HKT: C1, C2, C4 respondent selected both do not engage and 3, only do not engage was recorded#
#HKT: Comment photographed#
#HKT: D2 respondent answered "More than 50" but only 50 was entered#
#HKT: D2 respondent wrote in "lifetime" but didn't report their age. D5 they marked both 20 and 24. D9 they
marked in between 2 and 3, 2 was entered#
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#HKT: D2 they actually answered 2.5#
We were extremely disappointed with Inslee's shutting down of all sorts of outdoor activities during COVID.
Instead of shutting down casinos, where elderly smokers with unhealthy lifestyles gather, he closed ski areas, shut
down state parks, and would not allow clearing snow off the road to Artist Point, a hiking/snowshoeing treasure.
Clam and oyster harvesting were shut down. Unfortunately, many PNW outdoor treasures were closed due to
Inslee's stupid decisions and poor leadership.
#HKT: D5 answered both 12 and 14, but only reported 12#
#HKT: D5 respondent answered both 12 and 16, only the lower was reported#
#HKT: D5 respondent crossed out 12-15 and wrote in 3 years underneath it, assumed this meant 3 years after high
school, leading towards 15 which was reported#
#HKT: D5 respondent noted she was a CNA#
#HKT: D5 respondent selected 12 and 16, only 12 was entered#
#HKT: D5 respondent selected both 12 and 14, only 12 was recorded#
#HKT: D7 respondent noted "Armenian/French"#
The little faith I had in the ability and intelligence of public decision-makers dropped to ZERO during the past 4
months of covid. That health crisis could have been handled WITHOUT destroying the jobs of few of thousands
of people. I am (thankfull I was not one of those who were told to close their businesses.) I write music for TV
and films, and hollywood did not close down; my cash flow did not stop. Regarding environment decision on the
state and county level- I believe timber and the US military have the largest voice in what happens. What I think,
as an individual citizen- DOES NOT MATTER. This survey is the very 1st time anyone has asked my opinion
about the handling of the earth on which I live.
#HKT: D7 respondent noted that they are not an enrolled Native American#
Health issues (inability to work) curtailed many activities for a period of 7 years. Now that the hip replacement
has been done, covid 19 has curtailed many activities- I am very strict about wearing a mask.
#HKT: D8 respondent wrote in "retired"#
#HKT: D9 respondent answered 2.5, but was recorded as 2#
#HKT: D9 respondent noted "In the truest sense of the word) Comment photographed#
#HKT: D9 respondent noted "practical kind"#
#HKT: D9 respondent noted "progressive" over the label liberal#
#HKT: G2 respondent wrote also wrote in "don't own property", and D9 they selected both 3 and 4, but only 3
was reported#
I believe we need to educate people about the peril our natural world faces and enact before legislators both
locally and nationally to protect and promote.
#HKT: G4 circled 1 and 2, only 1 was recorded. C2 respondent selected both do not engage and don't know, only
don't know was reported.#
It was distressing to see all the trees- evergreen and others destroyed to accommodate people. We need to protect
our forests and land.
#HKT: Many questions answered with double answers, Q5 was 4 and 5, Q9.6 1 and 2, Q9.9 1 and 3#
#HKT: Noted that they were retired#
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#HKT: On D2 respondent answered 20+#
#HKT: On front cover respondent wrote: "Be aware of the future; at least 7 generations"
more access to nature for handicapped people. We need to be more vigiliant with water resources, keep them
clean and full of food for all the sea creatures, especially the whale/salmon. Protect the sea grasses, the salmon,
the wolves, all endangered species. I live on San Juan Island, grew up on Queen Anee Hill, Seattle. Recycle,
avoid plastic. Value all living things. Pray. Grow trees. It is in the solitude of nature that we come to know our
deepest selves. Love the world and each other. Albert Schweitzen said: "Reverence for life is the one principle on
which all viable ethics should be grounded." Oliver Sacks: "I have been a sentient being, a thinking animal on this
beautiful planet and that is in itself an enormous privilege and adventure." I so agree.
#HKT: On Q2 wrote in "As a family" Q3 respondent wrote in "Organic Farms" and on Q7.2 wrote "privately"
and Q7.4 "covid"#
#HKT: On Q5 respondent noted both "don't know" and 1-Never, but I only reported don't know#
#HKT: on Q7.1 .2 and .4 answered both do not engage as well as 1-dissatisfied, but I only reported do not
engage#
#HKT: On section C respondent answered all as "I do not engage‚Äö√Ñ¬∂" as well as "3 neither
satisified‚Äö√Ñ¬∂" but only not engaged was reported. Also on question OSP7 respondent selected 1 and 3, but
only 1 was reported. Lastly, on question D1 respondent wrote in next to the question the number 4 rather than
circling the number itself- 4 was entered#
#HKT: OSP2 respondent selected 1 and 5, only 1 was reported#
I think that people need to take more time involving themselves in the outdoors. And have more knowledge about
how we all benefit from our land.
#HKT: OSP3 respondent answered both 2 and 4, only 2 was reported#
#HKT: OSP3 respondent selected 1 and 4, only 1 was reported#
#HKT: P2 they answered 3 and 4 with arrows going between the two answers, the lower answer was reported. On
D5 it was unclear their actual answer, up until 15 was crossed out and underneath 14 "AA" was written. 14 was
recorded.#
#HKT: Q!.4 respondent answered both don't know and 6, only don't know was reported#
#HKT: Q1.2 respondent reported both 2 and 5, only 5 was entered#
#HKT: Q1.3 answered both Don't know and 3-somewhat disagree, but I only reported the Don't know to remain
consistent with coding#
#HKT: Q1.8 answer photographed#
#HKT: Q2 respondent noted "Raising kids! Otherwise clams, shrimp, fish"
#HKT: Q2.1 respondent answered both 1 and 5, it's unclear which answer they actually meant. Only 1 was
reported. Comment was photographed#
#HKT: Q4 respodent wrote in that before retirement they worked in the natural environment and more than 30
hours a week#
Thank you for a well-conducted survey- advance notice, good intro letter, pay for time ($2 bill a clever touchthank you), reasonable questions, contact provided for eventual results, appropriate length.
#HKT: Q6 respondent answered both 2 and 3, only 2 was reported. On D9 respondent selected 2 and 2.5#
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#HKT: Q7 respondent wrote beneath "Weirdly worded question"#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent answered 3 and do not engage, only do not engage was reported#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent answered both 3 and do not engage, only do not engage was reported#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent answered both do not engage and 1, only do not engage was entered. On Q10 respondent
wrote in "Yes!" "Hell yes! To 10.2, and "Trails from my house" on 10.6#
Thank you!
Tourism seems to be exploding in the Northwest/Bellingham/North Cascades.
I worry about the impact of all the people without much time/information about the environment and impact on
wild places.
I want to protect our wildspaces.
Create no fishing zones permits for the back country. Humans are taking over. Let some areas stay wild and freepeople ruin everything‚Äö√Ñ¬∂
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent answered both I don't engage and 1-dissatisfied, but I only reported do not engage.
D7 respondent noted next to their "other" answer "American"#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent marked both 5 and do not engage, only do not engage was reported#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent marked do not engage and 3, but only do not engage was recorded#
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent selected both do not engage and 3, I only entered do not engage and Q7.4 wrote below
their answer "COVID"#
-My responses are somewhat skewed due to Covid-19 vs. prior years when I was more active socially and
physically (camping, etc.)
-I think it would be helpful to have more specific questions- do you live on or near the waterfront? Have you had
to get a permit that was influenced by Puget Sound? What? How did it go?
-Issues/priorities?
-Person observation, of trends? Water quality, wildlife, marines, Puget Sound use
-Perception on funding and increase/decrease in funding
-The questions in this survey seem very vague, if I read about this survey in the paper or online it would mean
much to me. It seems like you really want to know something that you didn't ask? I can't quite say what it is,
maybe - do you care enough about PS to do more? To pay more? To change your actions? Which actions?
#HKT: Q7.3 and7.4 respondent selected both don't know and do not engage, but only don't know was selected for
these two#
#HKT: Q7.4 respondent answered both 3 and do not engage, only do not engage was reported#
#HKT: Q8.6 respondent answered 1 and 3, only 1 was reported. Q8.7 was left blank, but based upon their answer
to Q9.7 which was 2, the second answer of 3 was mostly meant for Q8.7 so that was reported#
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#HKT: Q9.10 and 11 respondent answered Q9.10 with 1 and 4, then did not answer question 11, so neither were
entered#
I do not believe that Puget Sound salmon will ever recover in numbers that will witness them being removed from
the Endangered Species list. The reason for this is two fold. First of all, these listed numbers of the ESL continue
to be harvested by tribal, tribal commercial, non tribal commercial, and sports fishing. They are then processed,
sold wholesale, then sold retail, and then consumed. (With the exception of sports fishing caught which can not
be legally traded). The economic impact of these human activities generates millions of dollars annually for those
involved.
Secondly, the scientific study*, management, and enforcement of laws governing these listed species involves
numerous local, state, and federal agencies. The ecnomic impact of these human activities generate millions of
dollars annually for those involved.
Habitat loss may be a contributing factor, but the real problem is human greed. Would this problem exist if these
fish had no monetary value? Case in point‚Äö√Ñ¬∂ the common carp is in no danger of being listed either
presently or in the foreseeable future.
Follow the money. The source of the problem won't be far behind.
*This survey is a small example and part of the overall problem.
#HKT: Q9.10 respondent answered both 1 and 5, but left 9.11 about gardening unanswered. Based upon answeres
to Q8 the 5 was most likely meant for the Q9.11 so that was reported#
#HKT: Q9.10 respondent answered both 1 and 6 while leaving 9.11 blank, 9.10 was reported as 1 only and 9.11
as NA#
#HKT: Q9.2 respondent answered both 4 and 5, only 4 was reported#
During the pandemic there has been very few activities offered in the community or opportunities.
I did join our food co-op board and their product research committee to help create a more sustainable food
system. But it has not been as active in that area as I hoped- in part because of the pandemic.
I did take some online classes that I hoped would give me training to be a better environmental steward. Marine
Center + WSU stream steward + beach naturalist.
Many activities such as boating and camping were not available the past 2 seasons since I don't own a boat,
usually I sail, kayak and I have canoed. I also have snowshoed and cross country skied this has been a bleak year
for these activities for me.
#HKT: Q9.2 respondent selected both 2 and 4, only 2 was reported#
I feel the hunting and fishing laws in the Puget Sound area are far too restricting.
The license requirements and rules are insane.
#HKT: Q9.5 respondent answered both 1 and 2, only 1 was reported#
City of olympia homeless population has spoiled enjoyment of some natural areas and sound neighborhoods.
#HKT: Q9.6 respondent answered both 1 and 4, Q9.10 answered both 1 and 5- both times the lesser answer was
entered#
#HKT: Q9.7 respondent selected 1 and 2, only 1 was reported here#
#HKT: Question D2 respondent wrote 10+ but access wouldn't allow +#
#HKT: Questions L5, OF6, OSP6 respondent noted "Husband"#
#HKT: respodent noted that they were retired#
#HKT: Respondent answered all 3's and did not engage on Q7- but I only reported did not engage#
#HKT: Respondent circled both 4 and 5 on Q14 Area question#
#HKT: Respondent noted 3.5 on D9 Ideology question#
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#HKT: Respondent noted on Q7 "Prevented by COVID-19"#
#HKT: Respondent wrote "I'm retired forest manager" on Q4#
I lived in Olympia WA for part of my forestry career. I lived there for 8 years and never learned about
Millersyrania state park. Just recently visited Millersyrania now in my retirement and was shocked of what a
marvelous resource the park is. It got me thinking about how can we educate and advertise ALL of these amazing
parks, trailheads, access points etc. to the public so that everyone can experience this wonderful Puget region?
P.s. Thanks for the $2. I'll spend it wisely.
#HKT: Respondent wrote 30+ on Q12#
#HKT: Respondent wrote in "Small town" Between urban and suburban on Q14#
#HKT: Response photographed#
#HKT: Under local foods questions respondent wrote "Too much regulations lack of access to land #....# too
expensive"#
#HKT: W1 they noted that they were hurt in the woods while working, then on D1 noted they are disabled#
#HKT:D6 respondent wrote in "American"‚Äö√Ñ¬∂#
Get a handle on the native Americans blatantly raping the fishing all over Puget Sound. They regularly take
OVER 80% of the fish yearly. They gill net the rivers when the fish are trying to spawn. I lived here in the mid
50's and early 60's and the last 30 years. I was a navy diver recreational diver also from 1964 to 1993 and now a
fisherman. I have been all over the Pacific ocean and some of the Atlantic. Puget Sound has suffered the WORST
pollution and fishing abuse of any place I have been in the world. Make the damn laws the same for everybody
EXACTLY the same. The native Americanas are Americans not privileged to screw up the environment.
#JH For W1 they didn't anser if they worked outside or not, just the number of hours.
#JH: For age they wrote 'over 70'
#JH: For C1 and C2 they circled 3 and I do not participate
#JH: For C1 they circled 3 and 4
#JH: For C1 they circled 3 and I do not participate
#JH: For C1 they circled 3 and I do not participate
#JH: For C1 they circled 4 and "I do not participate"
#JH: For C1-3 they circled 1 and "I do not engance in this activity or tradition"
#JH: For C1-4 she wrote 'Covid has inhibited'
#JH: For C1, C2, and C3 they circled 1 and I do not participate
#JH: For C1/C2 they answered 1 and I do not participate, for D2 they wrote 'on & off over 80 yr period'
#JH: For C1/C2 they circled Don't Know and I Do Not Participate
#JH: For C1/C2 they wrote 'Don't care about'. For W1 they didn't answer but wrote 'Retired, master gardener,
native plant teached'. For S1 they circled the space between 3 and 4
#JH: For C2 and C3 they circled 3 and "I do not participate"
#JH: For C4 they circled 1 and 5 to represent 'before covid (5)' and 'after covid (1)'
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#JH: For C4 they said 'I do not engage‚Äö√Ñ¬∂' and also circled 5
#JH: For C4 they wrote 'due to health limitations'
#JH: For C4 they wrote 'limited due to pandemic'
#JH: For D1 they circled 3 and 4
#JH: For D2 she wrote 'working out retirement - plus childhood' and for D4 she wrote 'small town'
#JH: For D2 they put 0, for D7 they speciified Potawatoni
#JH: For D2 they said '11 years 30 years ago, 1 year current'
#JH: For D2 they wrote '10 + every summer'
#JH: For D2 they wrote '20+'
#JH: For D2 they wrote '25+', for D8 they wrote '60s'. They wrote 3 pages worth of comments so I'm including
photos of those.
#JH: For D2 they wrote '36 (minus 1)' and they left a very long comment, including photos
#JH: For D2 they wrote '70+'
#JH: For D2 they wrote 'over 16 years'
#JH: For D2 they wrote 'part-time'
#JH: For D2 they wrote "30+"
#JH: For D2 they wrote 2.5
#JH: For D2 they wrote 2.5
#JH: For D2 they wrote 35+
#JH: For D2 they wrote 40+
#JH: For D2 they wrote 60+
#JH: For D2 they wrote 60+ and they didn't answer D8
#JH: For D3 they circled man and woman
#JH: For D4 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For D4 they circled 12 and 24+
#JH: For D4 they circled 3 and 4. Next to OF9 they wrote 'COVID'. They said no for W1 but still answered W2
#JH: For D5 it wouldn't let my select NA, also for that question he crosssed out all of the years and wrote 'I have
seen and don't things and know things in my life that others cannot imagine, I'm lucky to still be alive' and for
question D9 he wrote 'I treat all people no matter what tehir race or gender as my equal and respect their right of
choices'.
Overpopulation and climate change are killing us and other species alike. I am not worried because planet earth
will reset itself many eons after mankind is gone‚Äö√Ñ¬∂ Meanwhile I watch the many trees I planted over 30
years ago die due to drought. So sad. I have switched the planting Laurel Bushes. Fast growing and absorb CO2.
NEVER-EVER give up because if you do then you really are lost. I have no kids, a personal choice and I am
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glad. I am considered eccentric. I enjoyed your survey. I have seen the weather change in my lifetime since I was
a kid and remember all the wet school days and picking strawberries as a child. I came from humble beginnings.

#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 13
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 13
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 15
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 16
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 16, next to 16 they wrote 'PSNS Apprentice Grad', for P1/2 they wrote 'Covid
got in the way'
#JH: For D5 they circled 12, 13, and 17
#JH: For D5 they circled 14 and 15
#JH: For D5 they circled 16 and 17, for D8 they wrote 72.5
#JH: For D6 they circled 10k and 50k
#JH: For D6 they wrote 'retired'
#JH: For D7 next to other they wrote 'italia'. NA for D2, and they said no for W1 but still answered W2
#JH: For D8 they just wrote 'old'
#JH: For D8 they wrote '>50'
#JH: For D8 they wrote "over 80"
#JH: For D8 they wrote 59.10
#JH: For D9 they circled 2 and 3 and wrote 'but really environmentally driven' and for G2 they wrote 'don't own'
#JH: For G1 they wrote 'Those I have had contact with are all far left uniformed crazies'. For G2 they wrote 'I
refuse to allow fishing from our beach because they always leave crap. People can walk through'. For G5 they
wrote 'I have never seen a discussion of consequences and don't believe there are discussions'. For G6 they wrote
'Ditto'. For G7 they wrote 'You mean the laws. They change frequently under cover of darkness with no public
info.' For W1 they wrote 'Volunteer for over 25 years doing archaeology at forests (USFS) BLM fish and wildlife
- wildfire refugees USFWS.' For W2 they wrote 'on average'. P1 they wrote 'I live on a salt water beach for 28
years'. P2 they wrote 'What happens on our beach is stressful'. For OF12 they wrote 'We photograph North Am.
River otters who den under our deck.'. SOP2 they wrote 'Comfortable yes, proud no'. SoP3 they wrote 'only my
little beach'.
#JH: For G3 and G4 they circled 4 and Don't Know, for G5 they circled 1 and Don't Know
#JH: For G4 they circled 2 and 3
#JH: For L6 they circled 1 and 4
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#JH: For OF1 she circled 1 and 2, for C2 she circled 2 and 4
#JH: For OF10 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For OF10 they circled 1 and 3, for OSP6 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OF10 they circled 1 and 5
#JH: For OF10 they circled 3 and 5
#JH: For OF10 they wrote 'winter only'
#JH: For OF12 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OF2 they circled 1 and 3
#JH: For OF2 they circled 1 and 6, for OSP10 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For OF3 they circled 3 and 4, for OF5 they circled 4 and 5, for C2 they circled 3 and I do not engage
#JH: For OF3 they circled 4 and 6
#JH: For OF4 they circled 1 and 5
#JH: For OF4 they circled 3 and 4, NA for W1
#JH: For OF6 and OF9 they circled both 1 and 5
#JH: For OF6 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OF6: they circled 1 and 3, for OF10 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For OF7 they specific 'Sept', for OF8 and OF9 they wrote 'once'. For OSP2 they wrote 'May'. For SoP1 they
wrote 'Love/Home'. For SoP2 they wrote 'yes most of P. Sound *not Seattle garbage, graffeti, politics, violence,
unsafe, unsanitary'. For SoP6 they wrote 'attached to ALL of Pugent Sound'
#JH: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 2. For D7 they circled 'other' but wrote 'human'
#JH: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 3
#jh: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For OSP11 they circled 1 and 5
#JH: For OSP11 they circled 1 and 6
#JH: For OSP3 they circled 3 and 4
#JH: For OSP6 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OSP6 they circled 1 and 3
#JH: For OSP6 they circled 1 and 3, for D2 they wrote '50+'
#JH: For OSP7 they circled 2 and 6
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#JH: For OSP7 they circled 4 ad Don‚Äö√Ñ√¥t Know
#JH: For OSP8 they circled 1 and 2
#JH: For OSP9 they circled 1 and 4
#JH: For question G3 they circled 5 and Don't Know
#JH: for question G4 she circled 2 and 4
#JH: For question L7 he circled 'berries'. For questions OSP7 and OF7 he circled 'BBQ'
#JH: For question OSP10 they circled 1 and 3
#JH: For question OSP12 they circled 1 and 3.
#JH: For question S1-S3 he wrote 'what is environmental behavior?'
#JH: For question W1 they clearly said no but checked off on 5-10 hours a week. Not sure if they marked No as
an accident or not.
#JH: For race they marked 'other' but wrote 'italian'
#JH: For section OF they wrote 'same as above'
#JH: For section OSP she wrote 'Not in the state during these months'
#JH: For W1 they said No but still answered W2
#JH: For W1 they wrote 'not working'. For the C section they wrote 'isolation'. For D5 they circled 12, 16, and 20
#JH: For W1/W2 she wrote 'retired'. For D5 they circled 8, 14, and 24+.
#JH: For W1/W2 they wrote 'I was a commercial fisherman - retired now'
#JH: I can't quite tell for the age would they put, and for race they might have checked off White but it wasn't
very clear. I took a photo of this section and put it in the folder labeled by ID #
#JH: I can't read their handwriting, including a photo
#JH: I couldn't read their handwriting well, included a picture
#JH: I couldn't tell what they wrote for G_Share, so I put a photo of it in the folder labeled by the ID Number
#JH: In the C section they wrote COVID
#JH: Long comment, included photos
#JH: Long, largely irrelevant comment, included a photo
#JH: NA for D8, for D2 they wrote '50+', for P1 they wrote 'I have no idea what you mean', for L7 they circled 1
and 2
#JH: NA for D8, for OF8 they circled 1 and 4, they didn't answer W1 they just answered W2
#JH: NA for the entire survey, on the cover they wrote 'What a waste of money!'
#JH: NA for W1
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#JH: NA for W1, for section L they wrote 'I am 78 I don't do the things I used to do'
#JH: Next to OF5 they wrote 'catch and release only!'
#JH: Next to other they wrote 'Filipino'
#JH: Next to W1 they wrote 'I'm retired + moved here in 2015'
#JH: P2 they circled 4 and 5. For C4 they wrote 'Audubon Society garden clubs'
#JH: Super long comment, included photos
#JH: The entire survey was blank but they wrote 'I'm 87 and do none of these things' on the front
#JH: They answered W2 but not W1
#JH: They circled 1 and 3
#JH: They didn't answer age, and clearly marked No on W1 but answered W2 anyways
#JH: They noted for OF12/OSP12 'amature, just appreciation, unofficial'. Next to D5 they wrote 'masters degree'
#JH: They said no for W1 but answered W2, they wrote 'retired 2.5 acres to maintain' next to W2. Next to L1/L2
they wrote 'will increase retired'. Underneath D9 they wrote 'That was fun :)'. For OSP11 they circled 1 and 2, for
SoP5 they circled 6 and 7,
#JH: They specified 'Eskimo' for race next to Native Alaskan
#JH: They wrote a VERY long comment so I just included a photo
#JH: Very long comment, including 2 photos
#JH: Very long comment, including photos
1. Thank you for the work you're doing. 2. One of the social/cultural aspects of living in this part of the county
that I place high value on is the ethos of stewardship for the earth and all life within and on it. It matters
#JH: For C4 they wrote 'Pandemic put a halt to these'
1)We need to help those who have no jobs or safe places to sleep - especially children and single parents. 2) We
need more mental health social workers who can help the police with those who have mental issues and
addictions. 3)We should not use plastic grocery bags :)
11. Born on Pugent Sound. Lived outside the area 2 years as a vists volunteeer & 1.5 yrs in graduate school
program.
3. "Environmental Behaviors" is undefined but do participate in recycling every 2 weeks. It is "meaningful" (ie
'saving the planet')
A personal note: I feel some one younger should have completed this survey. When I was younger we did all the
great things - hunting, fishing, (#JH: not sure what she said here), hiking, swimming, camping, picnics and BBQ.
We took part in all the wonderful activities there is to do in the Pugent Sound area :)
Answering these questions felt skewed due to Covid restrictions. I have been staying home since March 5th.
Answers reference periods when activities were not curtailed due to quarantine closures.
Answers would be different outside a COVID year
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Anywhere in the Puget Sound, alongside working on the nature itself. Work on improving the quality of living for
all of the homeless. Instead of just about the nature, it's about improving the survival of those that have gone
without ough resources. So, working on puget sound and living within the Puget Sound.
As a young man I grew up on the Willamette River, fished for salmon, boated. I also was in the Boy Scouts and
did a lot of camping and hiking. As a young adult I continued camping and fishing with a young family. We
moved from tents to trailer and roamed all over the west. When the kids were grown we bought a Class B
motorhome, in 1996, which we still use. We have been all over the U.S. and Canada. What we have seen and are
continuing to see is the public's general lack of concern for the camping environment. The general public has no
concept, nor regard for what is happening to our planet. Examples are seen in the trash they leave behind, on the
highways and in camping areas. What you are doing with this project is note worthy, but only a continuation of
previous endowers. Congratulations, but we must move to a larger project, and now. We have approximately 10
years to "fix" our air. As we have witnessed, the logger would cut the last tree, the fisherman catch the last fish,
and then file for unemployment. We simply cannot let this happen with the current situation.
As an elder, a major joy in my life is the views of Saratoqa Passage from my home. I also enjoy the deer raiding
my apple tree and the raccoons plundering my prune tree. On my short walks, I always at least glace at the eagles
nest in a shoreline tree. Boat camping from Deception Pass and throughout the San Juans was frequent when I
was raising my two children and through middle age. It's my feverent hope that generations following may have
those same joys. I've had major concerns for decades from simply watching glaciers disappear in Wash, Oregon,
and Alaska. That proof enough for me as to the reality of global warming. Its beyond my belief that Presidents
like Bush Jr and Trasshole have denied the effects of climate change and have not provided leadership in that
regard. Cyclical it aint. I'm ashamed that my generation is the one that allowed these changes despite being
warned. Thank you for your efforts. Good luck - and go Beavers!
As of the latest local newspaper, our new sewage system is not functioning well, and I am concerned about raw
sewage that goes into the local waters. I need to have access to lots of fishing, hunting, and skiing, information
from our local Whibey Sportsman Club. They were very active in protecting the environment, I hope my survey
will help you.
Beautiful area, but SO MUCH TRASH! We pick up trash on beach every day when we walk our dog.
#JH: For D2 they wrote 1.5, for OSP4-10 they wrote "COVID" next to their answers
Because of Covid-19, my outdoor habits have been less frequent than usual.
Being 66, Covid has kept me from being more active in community events. However, I constantly sign on-line
petitions - pro - evenrigonment - and donate when I can to organizations tht promote environmental protection.
Of course the current federal bureaus and the trump* appointed cronies have been a huge disappointment. No
soul. No science. No conscience. No consciousness.
What's happening now is what we all feared in the late 60's and what we warned would come if we didn't love our
sweet Mother Earth.
I have lived in Calif., Hood River, OR., Nelson, B.C. The PNW seems like the last refugee for environmentalists,
animals, plants, fish, etc.
Bring on Cascadia!
P.S. I had not heard of the PSP before this survey, I like your mandala <3
*not the people's real choice
Being able to see natural areas (from and in a park, across the sound, looking up to the Olympics or Cascades) is
importaant to me all of the time. Knowing wilderness is out there is vital to my peace of mind and probably my
sanity. A clear cut saddens me. Mismanagement or short0term thinking when it comes to natural spaces is
unthinkable, yet I believe it happens constantly. Conservation and preservation of natural areas should be one of
the highest government priorities and responsibilities.
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Bert Barr passed away 4-17-19. He and I (his widow) spent our married lives for 38 years playing music in his
uptown Lowdown Jazzband, patterned after Lark Murphy traditional jazz band. Bert was a Vietnam vet, we had
an uphostery shop to help support our musical performances financially. It is time for the college to remove Bert's
name from future mailings. Thank you, Rose Marie Barr.
#JH: For question P1, she wrote "with so many protestors - it might be dangerous". For question SoP2 she wrote
"I was - but it is changing". For question SoP4 she wrote "Born in Seattle" and for SoP7 she wrote "No". There
were a few words I may have interepreted wrong in her comments section but I don't think it matters since her
comments were entirely off topic.
Big money talks
#JH: NA for D5, they circled 3 and 4 for D9
Breach the dams!!! Now!!
Caring for the wildlife and the environment is as important as life itself.
Clean up the forest floors which fuel fires
Clearcutting needs to be carefullly monitored and limited, especially around sensitive waterfront.
People in rural communities seem to have forgotten how important trees are to our lives.
They eagerly cut down ALL the trees on a lot when they clear for development. These people are our neighbors;
they don't mean to hurt the environment, they just don't value our native trees.
Climate change is occurring. Action or inaction will affect future generations. We all have a responsibility.
Compassion has helped my town through the pademic as much as Nature
Conservation of water resources is of utmost importance in the future. Individuals need to be empowered to take
action to conserve water and trees particularly at the head waters of our streams and rivers.
#JH: For OF12 they circled 5 and 6
Cost of living here causes much financial stress
Cost of living/affordable housing largest factor in my ability to stay and start my own family in the Puget Sound
region. As much as I love all the access to nature/outdoors and the value my community has in retaining the
beauty and natural ecosystems, I'm actively working to move out of state due to cost of living and affordable
housing. Also as relates to wellbeing and organized activities such as adult recreation leagues myself and many of
my peers who are like minded and active don't participate to high local park and registration fees (pre-covid).
Covid 19 has changed many of my normal habits this year like participating in groups that would be helping the
Puget Sound environment.
My happy moments this summer have been outdoors walking and tent camping with my family from many
locations even though we camp in separate tents and wear masks. I have enjoyed kayaking and swimming plus
hiking in state and national parks.
Covid 19 has made me answer question differently than I probably would have otherwise.
Covid cancelled schools and events, which affected the survey (Mar-May). As a volunteer for outdoor education
programs, we have had to make major adjustments. As a resident of WA state, I deeply appreciate the numerous
trails both near my house on Whidbey Island and throughout the Puget Sound region. It is a wonderful place to
live with many opportunities to enjoy the natural environment and give back in countless ways.
#HKT: Q7.1 respondent answered both 3 and do not engage, only reported not engage#
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Covid-19 has affected my husband's and my outdoor activities. He is retired NPS ranger. Worked at San Juan Is.
NHP AND Klondike Gold Rush NHP, Seattle (Pioneer Square). We used to do historical reenactment at
American Camp and Britist Camp. This year that wasn't possible. He's 81 yrs old. I'm 69 yrs old. We would be
out at American camp, set up on the officer's Quarter's porch, playing fiddle and penny whistle on Saturday am
& afternoon w/another volunteer friend. So we have missed that. Thank you for sending me this questionaire.
#JH: For the C section they wrote "due to Covid 19" and for the W seciton they wrote "retired on our own
land/home"
Covid-19 has affected these answers. Staying home in lieu of many activities.
Covid-19 rules have changed what I have been able to do this year.
Covid/pandemic has kept us from many of our outdoor and family activities this year
Defunding our police is the largest threat to well being in Puget Sound
Diversity and Inclusion of the Puget Sound Region is extremely important to me as well and makes me happy that
I live in a diverse and inclusive area.
Education for new comers in the area on which agencies manage the different environmental aspects of the Puget
Sound would help those of us who moved here as adults. I have no idea who to contact for help w/any issues
regarding the open spaces in our neighborhood or the matural aspects of my own little yard. Maybe school
children get this information - but I've found the governmental red tape of western Washington to be daunting. I
might be more likely to participate in volunteer opportunities w/in the parks and natural areas if I had any idea
who managed what and how the systems worked together. In the most part it all feels rather fractured and
politicized
Education: Environment, especially beginning at an early age.
Eliinate, or at least reduce, military training that impacts residents and wildlife- no electronic warfare practice
over ONP!
Fewer daylight hours in this region during the winter is a BIG downer.
For question D2 they wrote '55+'
Free medical insurance & affordable housing.
Gentrification is a huge concern.
How to keep diversity, open access for all, and balanced use for the future. Thanks for your work in preserving
the integrity of the treasure we call home.
How do I get more information as mentioned in question 1?
Get rid of Inslee!!!
Go Beavers!
great placec to lve, ocean, mountains
#JH: For D4 they wrote 'small town', for L7 they circled 'berries' and wrote 'huckleberries/blackberries'
Happiness for all for free and unlimited
Happy to help
Having been from Kansas city originally I was stationed at NAS Whidbey durring the Vietnam war. I fell in love
wiwth the Puget Sound and a local woman going to WWU in Bellingham and was from Concrete. The time that I
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spent at her home in Concrete, and the time we spent at West beach and deception state park made me realize that
I would live my life in Washington State.
Having moved here 8 years ago from 76 I am amazed at the beauty of our area. My husband and I enjoy the
beautiful State parks and always love the mountain and water views we see daily. Life on Whidbey Island has
given us a feeling of well being. Our thanks go out to people who help keep our environment safe and clean. We
visited the region for 9 years before we moved here permenately- we have never regretted our decision.
Having paved walkable are very important. Thanks
#JH: For OSP2 they circled 1 and 4
Health challenges have limited my participation in outdoor activities, social and environmental events. I'm a
natural history photographer who has worked on numerous environmental publications
Here is your $2 back. Good luck in your study.
#JH: For D7 they crossed out 'white' and wrote something else, not sure what it says so I'm including a picture.
For D2 they wrote '20+'
How to involve private landowners in preserving Pugent Sound
I am 81 years old and in poor health, so I do not consider myself a very good representative for your survey. My
answers would have been very different 20 years ago.
I am 85 now. Raised my kids in the county on 3 acres. Loved the 'woods'. We used to go to the beach and mtn
whole family. I do not have a computer
I am 86 yr old woman - I was born and raised in the Los Angeles (before smog). I have always appreciated good
clean air - fresh clean and clear water. I love the smell of a fresh rain and a gentle fresh cool breeze. This is some
of the reason I live in the North West and do my best to keeep this land and air, clean and pristeen. I love the
beauty here, the animals, the clean springs air that does not hurt when I breath. My health has improved since I
moved here in 2003 and I plan on living here the rest of my life where it is so good to live. Clear skys, clean air,
fresh water, beautiful woods and ocean. So you see what I can do to keep this land so presteen by recycling, not
throw trash around (put it in the proper container) pick up, fix up, take up whenever it is needed. I know this is
not exactly what I am supposed to answer to but this is the best way I can let you know what I do and how I think
about our environment. I have camped, hunted, fished, hiked, and just sat still and watched the wildlife and did
not endanger the environment. P.S. You have my permission to use all or part of this letter wherever you think it
will help. Thanks, Willa Roberts
I am 87 years old 20 years ago I would have answered all these questions different. To The fish and wildlife you
will never solve salmon problem with all your dumb ideas. You need just one thing GET THE NETS OUT OF
THE RIVERS
#JH: For OF10 they circled 1 and 5
I am a snowbird and away Nov-May each year
I am blessed to live in such a beautiful place
#JH: NA for W1/W2
I am concerned of over fishing of crab around Jaun Juan Is. Both commercial and recreational especially in my
area of Griffin Bay that I have observed daily during this seasons crabbing. The development of Port of Friday
Harbor property without any environmental concerns or oversight.
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I am extremely concerned about the increase in military training exercises by the Navy across the water from Port
Townsend on Whidbey Island. The increase in noise and land and air pollution is having an extremely negative
impact on my health and wellbeing, so much so that we feel forced to leave our home here and move someplace
else. It is heartbreaking! The noise assault has proven tremendous negative impact on the (#JH: not sure what she
said here) system, the cardiovascular system, and the immune system. As a yoga teacher and yoga therapist I
work with PTSD and trauma related issues that students and clients present and I see and experience what
exposure to noise does to human beings! I have written letters, emails, left messages, contacted government
officials, stood on the streets with a sign - but it seems completely useless - the Navy does whatever it wants and
destroys the beauty and the safety this amazing beautiful landscape! I wish this problem would be taken seriously
before it is too late. Thank you for letting me say this and for sending this survey. I am including a copy of one of
my letters to the government officials for you to read of course it didn't get a response‚Äö√Ñ¬∂ Thank you for all
the great work that you do.
#JH: She included a letter, I'll put a post it note on the letter in case anyone wants to read it.
I am happiest when the sun is out. Thank you for the $2 bill! Its so crisp & cool.
#JH: For D2 they said 8 weeks
I am particularly distrubed by logging on Forest Service land and proposal to clear cut then North Fork of the
Nooksak river up near mt. Baker. The uncontrolled growth of tourism in the San Juan islands is threatening to
degrade our natural environment and sense of community.
It is extrememly important to preserve our forests, our wildlife including predators, salmon populations (stop
clear cutting, promote dam removal and maintain wild and scenic rivers.)
I am shocked each time I witness how our public lands have been clearcut in the past. I also believe that clearcuts
should be regulated on private land as well. It is so disturbing to see this process continue when I travel to
Bellingham and through the North Cascades.
Also allowing the removal of predators such as wolf populations to appease ranchers is totally unacceptable. Bear
hunting should be banned.
Protet the cougars/mountain lions, wolves, bears, salmon, forests, orcas, oceans, wild and scenic rivers, air
quality, bees, soil, birds and organic food sources for now and future generations. Educate!
I am retired. Moved to Pugent Sound Area (San Juan Island) 1998. I was a research scientist in physics. The
outdoors has been a very important part of my entire life. Earlier activities included camping, hiking,
backpacking, skiing, sailing. Now age 80. I only do power boating and scuba diving. The combination of
mountains and water attracted me to the Pacific Northwest. I am proud to now live in Washington. The people
and their government show common sense and responsibility towards each other and our unique environment. I
wish I were personally more involved in the natural well-being of our state.
I am truely sorry that this survey will prob be a waste of your time to read. I spend most of my time at work and
being a hermit at home. Therefor i do not know a whole lot about the area . Not as much as any would like me to
know that is. It is hard to pkace attachments to where you do not spend. However i do have a zeal for wildlufe
and the natuarl beauty. Yet i live cultivating gardens. So i may be the wrong person for this survey. But hey
thanks for the 2 dollars. Ill put it on my wall. Doesnt seem right to spend it.
I am very fortunate to live on an island in the Salish Sea!
I appreciate living on Whidby Island and have a beach across the street. Do not like how many people are allowed
to take clams/oysters from beach and take shells by the logs. Not taken back out into water - they also take
seaweed + leave their garbage! Do not like duck hunters allowed to hunt Penn Cove/noisy!! Not many ducks
here! Also they leave empty shell casings, etc should not have hunting in penncove! Do appreciate having
horseback riding trails in "The Kettles" - and hopefully better parking soon - Do not think hunting should be
allowed there. Also close to FT Ebey State park! Never see Deer in there and should just not have Hunting where
the trails are! Thank you for asking me! Lauren
I assume, since you sent this to our address, that by "Puget Sound" you actually mean "Salish Sea". I live in
Bellingham, and don't consider this area part of "Puget Sound" but rather the broader Salish Sea
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I believe land ownership is a privilege. It's best to try to look to the future of the land, like a garden would!
#JH: For D4 they circled 1 and 5, noting they have a split household.
I believe that connecting with nature is very important - I recently heard about "Earthing or grounding" - &
healing/electromagnetic from Earth. I know everything is connected to Mother Earth I know going outdoors is
important - and taking care of our Earth is our responsibility. Earth is a gift - a special place - it is a beautiful orb
in this galaxy - I don't want to ever leave it (No - I won't move to Mars and live in a space colony). I went
Quadding in Oregon and loved it - Florence Oregon is one of my favorite places on earth! I thank you for all you
are doing to take care of our country - I feel respect for you and your profession and the passion & love you have
for our land - I send you all my best wishes for everything good for you and your families. It was an honor to be
able to report to you - Keep up your great work!
#JH: In the OSP section they wrote 'Note: I did most of my acitivites in June-August'. For L7 they wrote
'blackberries'.
I believe that our survival depends on our connection to the natural environment. Our peace emanates from the
benefit derived from our interconnetedness with all life.
I could do a better job of recycling! I worry about the plastics and pollutants that are dumped into our water. As
our population increases WE need to be more vigilant.
I deeply give my appreciation to the natural environment of Puget Sound of which I and any family have lived
and enjoyed for years. Thanks for taking care of this environment that God bestowed us.
I did my best. I didn't understand all of it. Sorry
I disagree with the Native Americans getting so many privileges some of which have a negative influence on
natural resources and nature and which utilize modern methods and equipment.
I do not believe that there is enough said on the environmental impact that man makes on the environment! Thank
you, Gerald W. Floyd. I am a Karuk Native American from Northern California
#JH: For L7 they wrote 'blackberries best left to the birds' and for section C they wrote 'I am recovering from a
hernia operation!'
I do not live in the Puget Sound region. Als this questionnaire is too invasive!
I don't have specific knowledge regarding the people in the Puget Sound region who are responsible for
environmental protection. I would like to think that they are well intentioned. However, it seems that no matter
how diligent and conscientious they may be, it's clear that the Trump, primarily through the EPA, has made it a
mission to destroy as many environmental safeguards as it can. It is truly depressing to watch this negligence at
best and destruction at worst of the beautiful and priceless environment that is Puget Sound.
I feel like this survey is some what tainted since we have been restricted to home because of Covid-19
I feel the natural areas in the sound are well maintained, generally speaking. I'm frustrated that the population has
surged here + seems to have outgrown the infrastructure, so everything costs a fortune but culturally there's not
much going on to feel like the cost is justified. I-5 is a misfortune and the lack of other ways to get places is
frustrating. Finally, this way he party age-related for me, but this is the worst un-friendly place I've ever lived.
Even legislatures seem hostile, have made it clear they just want to be left alone and won't help often if asked. It's
been very hard to feel connected and it's amazingly different from my experience in Portland (also this area is not
nearly as liberal as everyone claims).
#JH: For D8 they wrote '50s'
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I fly as a hobby. Recently flying over Roche Harbor area I noticed a SUBSTANTIAL number of boats. I then
noticed orca whales- at least 5. I am not sure how much harm it is or a bother for the whales, but I counted at least
70 private boats and possibly closer to 100 in the immediate area- all whale watching.
I don't know how much impact that is but it certainly was VERY STARTLING to see.
I think some more study needs to be done to determine, positive, negative or no impact on these beautiful
animals. I love them and want to see them here (natural environment) for generations to come.
I grew up in Mountlake Terrace in the 50s' 60s', volunteered to become an ARMY paratroooper and fight in
Vietnam. During the 50s', 60s', and 70s' the Pugent Sound area was a fantastic place to live. Upon mustering out
of the ARMY I attendad several universities, completing my PhD at Oregon State University. I have worked and
lived in the western US, including Alaska and into the Arctic, and spent many years working in the South Pacific
and Asia. Years of travel have taught me that it is not the natural environment that makes one happy or unhappy,
but the people one encounters daily. For instance, although the air may be filled with smoke of cooking fires
every day the Buddhists in Burma have such a compassionate and kind nature that they are a joy to be around.
The Muslims in central Java live in air choked with diesel fumes, but a person could walk down ay street at night
with $100 bills attached to his clothes and nobody would steal from him. Gold miners in East Kalimanta (Borneo)
pollute the rivers with mercury, yet the native Dayak people are so welcoming a person's happiness is ensured.
The Highlands of Papua New Guinea are stunningly beautiful, with pristine tropical forests and mountains higher
than Mt Rainer, yet a person's safety hangs by a thread from day to day and happiness is fleeting. In Laos the
people have endured horrific atrocities. On the Plain of Jars today, steppng outside a well-traveled trail may mean
getting killed by a mine, yet Laotian family values and friendliness make them a pleasure to be around. When I
retired, I decided to move back to the Pacific Northwest. Now, I find that the areas around Puget Sound to be such
a cesspool of crime, hatred, and soul-sucking political agendas of every persuasion that a person could be happier
in a Siberian gulag. It does not matter if that waters of Puget Sound are pristine or polluted whether the Cascade
Mountains are there or not. As long as the culture of drug use, low morals/family-values, and criminal behavior
are rampant there are no environmental laws that can be enacted that will make any difference in the
happiness/wellbeing of the people living there. I am too ashamed of what the Puget Sound area has become to
allow any of my out-of-state or out-of-country friends visit me here.
I have a nieghbor who has a pond which he has enlarged to be a very large pond. In the winter and spring his
pond overflows into at least 5 others properties along our road. My property has so much water flowing over it
from his pond that it is a major inconvience for me- soggy, wet land, water flowing across my driveway. The
affected neighbors have asked him to do something to stop this but he can't be bothered. We aren't sure how to
take care of this situation.
I have become concerned about the levels of dog excrement in public lands thoughtout the state. It is a barrierto
enjoyment of wildlife and native plants. I have reduced time spent outdoors in certain areas because of the
problem. I have thought of leaving the state because of this. We need a focused education effort to reach dog
owners about their responsibility to the environment.
I have been on-orders to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina this year so the activity components of this survey do not
reflect my normal participation at all.
I have lived in Tacoma, Seattle and currently live on the strait of Juan de Fuca. Birds have become very important
to me now that I am a senior and have time to enjoy them. I wish I knew more about the local birds but I learn
more every week. I am sure they are a barometer of local conditions. They seem happy to be here and so am I.
I have lived in this area most of my life and love it. I no longer have transportation so don't get out very often
now. I live in assisted living in Lynden. I am a retired registered nurse with education at St. Joe's in Bellingham.
As a younger person I went fishing along Lummi island, Orcas island, clam digging at Blanc under the light
house.
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I don't know southern Puget Sound
Keep me posted on this information.

I have lived on Hood Canal for 21 years. I have watched the health of North Kitsap's shoreline decline over time.
Kitsap County used to require permits for mechanized clam harvesting; Kitsap County denied WDNR's
application to allow hydroblasting harvesting of geoducks. WDNR sued Kitsap County and ultimately Kitsap
County folded and allowed WDNR to auction off the harvesting of geoducks by hydroblasting. After
hydroblasting geoducks was authorized, it became rare to see a geoduck at low tide; formerly, my beach was
chock full of geoducks at low tide. (I own 200 feet, including tidelands, along Hood Canal. In the 21 years that I
have owned this Hood Canal property, I have observed a general degredation of the intertidal sessile organisms
and the diversity of sea life. Every Agency involved with Puget Sound, EPA, Ecology, Kitsap County, King
County, Island County, and other Counties are subject to political pressure. I formerly worked as an attorney for
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and I personally experienced these realities. In 2020, the most ardent
environmental protectors of my region of Hood Canal are the tribes. But for the Suquamish and Sklallam tribes,
Port Gamble would have been approved as a "fully contained community" under Washington State law. As the
tribes noted to the Kitsap County Commissioners, Port Gamble would resemble Port Ludlow and the tribes are
unable to harvest shellfish from Port Ludlow bay because of the human-caused pollution. The two tribes wrote
that they would not allow this to happen in Port Gamble. Kitsap County's Department of Community
Development is responsible for enforcing county ordinances that protect Hood Canal and Puget Sound. The
number of code enforcers has been cut and cut again. I am hopeful that with the WA Supreme Court's
invalidation of the car tab initiative, some of that money will flow to environmental protection, including the
protection of the Salish Sea/ Puget Sound. Thank you for compiling this survey. I would very much like to
receive follow up information. Perhaps you could send a letter to Participant #3064 providing how I can stay
abreast of your research?
I have observed many men in the area get Prostate Cancer. Lots of Widows. I believe the Natives should have
the same length of hunting time as the regular population in the interest of not taking all the bulls out before the
basic population to preserve the herds better.
I have traveled extensively throughout North America, Central America and Europe. There is no natural area that
does not have it's own beauty in my opinion.
I hope doing "backyard science" counts for those questions referring to the "Puget Sound region." In the last
several months I haven't travelled about much.
I hope you are using the participant ID information and our addresses to stratify some of these answers by
geographic area. I live in Mason county now on acreage, and I know I felt more "attached" to Puget Sound when I
lived in Seattle - probably because I actually saw the water a lot more than I do now. I think geography is likely to
be very influential. Good luck on the survey!
I like listening to music, and talk to my nabors and talk to kids and walk around and I grow peppers and tomatoes
and herbs that smell good. I also walk the beaches.
#JH: For D2 they wrote 'none Port Townsend'
I live in a small beach community on South Whidbey Island (Bush Point). I have been in my home for 16 years. I
live on a hillside 2 blocks from the beach, so I enjoy my view of the Sound and the Olympic mountains. The sight
and sounds of Puget Sound GREATLY reduce stress levels for me. I was brought up in the region and taught to
fish by my father when I was 10. (At my point no point) my greatest concern (that immediately affects me) is the
dangerous trash left on the beach by fisherman. (I try to pick it up when I walk) I am happy my father taught me
to respect and appreciate this very special place on our planet.
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I live in my sister house at 331 oak street Shelton Wo. I garden with flowers + vegetables grow trees. I moved in
in 1984 my trees have grown up around me. I have a lawn and I don't water it.
#JH: Next to OSP11 they wrote 'gardening'. Next to D2 they wrote '11-28-52 Shelton ave'. Next to D8 they wrote
'11-28-52'. NA for D3.
I live in Sequim.
I live in Shelton, Washington. That is in Mason county on the Olympic penninsula. A lot of residents call it god's
country, it is so very beautiful and scenic.
It was very upsetting to all of us when visitors came here this summer to destroy its beauty with tons of garbage,
human fecies and gunshots/violence.
I hope that all lof humanity will start caring more and stop polluting our waters and lands with garbage and waste.
I live in the Tacoma Area. I love the outdoors. I admit I spent most of my time traveling to Eastern WA
(Spokane) + OR (Bend). This is the 1st survey I can remember taking on The Puget Sound/Puget Sound Area. My
mother was born and raised on a reservation in Kansas. Lenape/Kansas-Delaware. My siblings were taught to
respect and take care of our land/water (Earth). Unfortunately all I have seen here in the Puget Sound Area and
both state's WA + OR East + West that it is all about the seals + whales. Because many law makers (and star
workers) here in WA live in Mason County. I have pulled the states stocking records. The proof is there in the
recordings. Have gone to many game dept meetings to voice my concerns. That ALSO includes that the states
both WA + OR should add a $3705.- fee on hunting + fishing licenses. Pay youth or unemployed people to clean
up around the lakes, streams and parking areas. What ever happened to the YCC? On every fishing trip my family
+ I/Me pick up 2 to 3 garbage bags of garbage by other fisherman, kayaers, hunters, etc. Last of all - all people
(everyone) needs to take care of our earth (land + water). All living creatures + sea life. If er get everyone to get
involved and teach all to pitch in and stop believing that nature can take care of it's self (it can't). There just might
be life + nature for our grandchildren and there children. Thank you for letting m share my thoughts.
#JH: Next to L2/L3/L5/L6 they wrote 'Couldn't afford Lic. I'm 69 and will be 70 in Jan. My income is limited
because of being overtaxed. 1/2 my income goes to property taxes'. Next to D8 they wrote '69 3/4'. Next to D7
they wrote 1/4 next to Native American and 3/4 next to white, as well as 'I'm a registered Indian Kansas
Delaware'.
I live on 5 acres at the end of a dirt road, approx. 1 mile from theh paved road, thus some my answers. This is by
choice
#HKT: Respondent answeres both 12 and 14 for education but I reported highest level#
I live on 60 A. 30A in trust. For inviriment.
#JH: I'm pretty sure they meant 'for environment' but the handwriting distinctively looks like an 'i' and not an 'e'.
I live on a 5-acre plot in Squim. I don't believe in using pesticides or Round up on my property, as it has not been
completely tested for safety for the bees and even myself! They've always claimed round-up is safe, but now say
it's not!! It's always good to be on the safe side + participate in a wise manner. I remember in the 70's when Judge
Bolt made a decision to protect the seals + sea lions. Well look at us NOW!! It's the poor management of these
creatures that are causing the pollution in our Bay, NOT the people. Think how much poop goes into the water
daily with just 10 sea lions! We have been placed on the earth to take care of things, true, but are we really taking
care of things to allow them to overpopulate and eat all of our salmon?? If the orcas are diminishing then let's
control the seals and seal lions so there will be more fish for us humans?!! It's a very sad situation if a person
cannot walk out in a marina because of the overabundance of seals + sea lions. We're shooting ourselves in the
foot! Also would like to say that this year I didn't go to beach camping because of corona virus restrictions. I hope
this survey has helped! Thank you
#JH: For D9 they circled 1 and 2. For P1 they wrote 'Have not gone out because of Corona restrictions set up by
Gov Inslee. For P2 they wrote 'Have to spend time in my yard - restricted'
I live on a salt water beach on the straits of Georgia 100 miles north of Seattle. In my lifetime there has been
SIGNIFICANT change due to global warming. Climate change is real and must be addressed at every level.
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I live on an island about 6 months a year - many seniors have 1 homes - you don't address that. The quiet, totally
uncrowded experience (except the ferry line) make this a wonderful serene experience - not at all like being in
downtown Tacoma or Olympia. Our other home is in Palm Desert - it was 118 degrees many days this summer of course we love to be here!!!
I live on Pugent Sound inside Deception Pass and have enjoyed 50+ years of living here - we have seen many
changes and huge growth. We don't mind growth, but with growth comes more government control over our way
of life, and new neighbors who want to change our beautiful neighborhood into a high priced suburban area.
Thank you for the 2 dollar bill! - Mark P.S. Hope the tax dollar spent for this are worth it.
#JH: For L3 they noted 'Raise my own oysters, they also wrote '50+' for D2
I live on San Juan Island. Thank you
I love being able to take my granddaughter to the beaches, but the woods and trails have become scary/dangerous
for her + I alone‚Äö√Ñ¬∂very sad
#JH: For P2 they wrote 'Always stress reducing!'
I love my home here on San-Juan Island and moving here from Pittsburgh in 1975 was the smartest thing I have
ever done.
I love our region. You did not clarify what you meant by the Puget Sound region. We currently live in Sequim on
the Olympic Penninsula. I was unsure if these questions applied to our area. Thanks for the $2.
I love the Puget Sound! It is such a beatiful place and this nature heals my stressed out body and soul daily.
I love the Puget Sound!! I am concerned about water pollution in the sound.
I m richly blessed in that I live on a 5 acre piece of land on Lopez Island, WA. In good weather we are outside
lots. Live in a coach, no indoor plumbing, working on a home build right now. Lots of wildlife to see and great
walks and hikes close to WA! Pretty stress free living except for too many tourists during a pandemic. San Juan
County just received a $27,000 grant to help re-establish our salmon population. The resident orcas are starving.
(#JH: this next part was a note on a separate piece of paper, and I guess it's important to note that the survey was
ripped and taped back together#). I am so sorry for the state in which you find your survey! I completed it for
mailing before I left for 2 weeks and somehow my husband threw it in my pile of accumulated mail! I had 11
hours of travel to get home last night and am ill with a cold/virus (not Covid!) but in going through my mail this
inadvertantly got torn up before I realized it wasn't junk mail! Apologies!
#JH: At the end of the OSP section they wrote 'I was in Tuscon Dec-mid aptil, but when home'
I misplaced the envelope you sent. My husband and I value, as lifelong native Washingtonians, our beautiful,
precious natural environment. It is fragile and we want it to be protected for future generations. We grew up
camping, hiking, fishing, sailing and skiing. At 84 and 74 we continue to do most of these activities on a more
limited basis but with the same pleasure and passion. Continue your important work! Thank you!
I moved to the Puget Sound/San Juan islands because I am a biologist and love the natural environment. I
previously lived in Alaska for a decade. My family of five are environmentalists, vote democrat, and support our
community. I have a full-time job as a public servant, own a consulting company, and sit on three county boards
because I care about our environment and want to help protect it.
The public doesn't always have the information on particular issues like watersheds/fresh water environments
because it is not a focus for funding in our region. So little is spent on inventory and basic science to protect our
environment, our watersheds, and our future wellbeing.
I personally believe we need to hire more fish and wildlife officers and fund them more. I get tired of going to
areas and seeing the remnants of undersized crab shells by the many. We also often find trash and litter where we
are hiking or camping and think we should spend more funds on clean up and preservation.
I play tennis 5 days a week + enjoy most playing outside + hear the birds sing
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I read + respond when I can on issues of the climate crisis both in western WA, the US, and global dimensions of
the crisis. My estimation of the human response to the climate crisis and the political environment, is that we are
not evolving fast enough to bring nature and human nature back to any kind of balance. There are so many
sources working for the good but we are at present outnumbered by the ignorant and the power and money selfist
minority (or what I hope is the minority). I hope that David Attenborough is right in his grounded optimism
related in his new book, A LIFE ON OUR PLANET. May the ultimate reality hear our prayers and may we grow
in the humility to discern the best way to deal with the global crisis and with it, the beauty of Pugent Sound.
#JH: For D8 they wrote 'over 70'
I see less and less youth engaging with our spectacular outdoor environment. It would be good to see more
emphasis to get "our future" engaged! It's unfortunate that so much of our environmental efforts are so politicized
and identified with and lumped in which one political party. It would be good to focus more on how this
spectacular area and it's sustainment is a universal benefit to all people in Washintgon and the North West
I strongly support removing the Snake River dams to promote salmon habitat and ensure orca survival.
I think living in an area that people enjoy nature almost as a way of life is very important. The temperate climate
of the area allows for outdoor activities everyday and makes people more involved. In small communities there
are a lot of grass root organizations doing their little part-- volunteering to pick up litter in parks, beaches etc;
planting trees; being aware of wildlife and helping to track them (i.e. bird count, deer population, ect).
I took my kids to Lien's Field (Bremeston WA) every day in the summer, and we all enjoyed walking along the
beach. Especially with the tide out. We really were able to learn a lot about our Pugent Sound marine life! I can't
remember the last time I received ANY kind of bill in the mail, so thank you for that surprise. Made my day!
Happy to help in any way I can.
#JH: For P1 they wrote '2-3 x 5 a week' and for P2 they wrote 'same as above', for D9 they wrote 'Neautral :)'
I tried to use the link for the online survey. I got to the page but it said the survey was not available at this time. It
is a pet peve of mine when website aren't testeed. It is a negative reflection of the organization.
#JH: For question D2 they wrote 1.5
I understand the purpose of your survey, but my answers would significantly differ outside of 2020. Covid-19 has
greatly limited my activities, travel, entertainment, etc. resulting in impacts to the results collected by your
survey.
I used to be a fisherperson and many of the rules and decisions made regarding non Tribal fishing are way uneven
in the effort to maintain the salmon. Tribes our net!!! While spoirt fisherman are held to low catch & no barbed
hooks. There needs to be some oversight to tribal fishing. Also logging that state sanctions for instance in the
Tahuya Trest Lays Stream Bends open to being dried out, streams that were year round. This affects greatly Hood
Canal. I know this is happening in many places. Just giving example of where I know it's happening.
I used to be an avid backpacker and hiker but as my physical health has declined so has my desire to venture out
into nature
I want to engage in my community, but I have next to no opportunity. In no small part because I have no
information about if and when events are happening in my area. But, primarily because I am mentally and
emotionally exhausted on a regular basis from the constant grind of dead-end, menial labor. I do not have the
energy to engage in society, or civic acts because the system intentionally saps what it can from me and other
workers for corporate profit, which means I cannot spend energy elsewhere. I am two months, a bounced check,
or an unexpected hospital visit away from homelessness, because of the gig economy and "right to work" laws.
Since January I literally only eat cans of tuna for two meals a day and trail mix because that is all I can afford if I
want to keep a roof over my head while I fight unemployment during the pandemic. I would LOVE to actually be
a productive member of my community and take time off to enjoy the Puget Sound, but I simply cannot under
these conditions. And my woes are next to nothing compared to anyone of a minority group, I can't even imagine
how much more difficult it must be for them. If you really want to get non-affluent people involved and engaged
in the Puget Sound, we need to not live in poverty under the boot of capitalism... Put effort into giving us ANY
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decent quality of life (social safety nets, reduced worker hours, higher pay, tax Amazon/Microsoft/Google/etc,
defund police, make college free, and so on) and we will suddenly have more time, energy, and financial stability
to involve ourselves in the things that matter to us... and surviving global climate disaster matters quite a lot to
me..... I have no hope that this will actually mean anything to whomever reads it though. It's not like my shouts
into the void are ever going to change the selfish stupidity and shortsightedness of human nature, so I guess none
of this matters much does it?...
I was born here seen how its going down hill
#JH: NA for D2, but in the comments they said they were born here
I was born here. Went to high school here. Returned here 22 years ago to die here. I've been a lot of places, but
this is home. The best place in the world!
I wish I could enjoy more outdoor activity but disabled.
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 13
I wish I had time to write everything I feel is wrong with this survey. You ask if we enjoy but there is no mention
of corporations polluting land and waters. Until our government deals with major polluters of pesticides
(monstanto and Don) and more. We can never be free to enjoy the land. I bought a farm on an island to get away
from GMO's and other pesticides, to grow our food, but these chemicals are EVERYWHERE IN OUR AIR,
WATER, ETC. Politics and money are ruining our planet.
I worked at the UW in science 1966-1992 and all the professors I worked with were against fish farming in Puget
Sound waters. It eventually happened anyway - that seems typical of how money interests eventually prevail, to
the detriment of the environment.
I would like to go fishing but I cannot keep up on what days, and what part of the rivers is legal to fish in and
what kind of bait or hooks are legal. I don't want to get a ticket.
I would love to know more about what opportunities there are to contribute to environmental wellbeing in my
area.
I would love to see more questions on access to food and housing. Also, a connection between health care
practitioners and if they're speaking to folks about getting outside. Ex: Has your primary care practitioner talked
to you about the benefits of spending time in nature?
I'm 87 and too disinterested to complete this survey.
#JH: NA for all except D8
I'm a commercial mushroom picker and gun shooting, target shooting that is, not hunting, has gotten out of hand.
The noise and unsafe practices ruins my livelihood experience and adds a lot of stress. I also wish that the Forest
Service would stop spraying Glyphosate on my mushroom patches to control so-called invasive species. Finally, a
personal note for Kelly: some years ago Rebecca McLain gave me some your mapping project reports with
Latino salal harvesters when I was doing a study in Shelton. I'm currently making a documentary film about
commercial mushroom pickers and their relationship to public and wild lands and interactions with the Forest
Service. https://uponthemountainfilm.com/
I'm glad this survey was easy and a choice of online or through mail
I'm good thank you
I'm not sure why I received this survey. I've lived in Forks for over a decade now.
I'm sorry I am 89 years old and don't fish or hunt any more or camp etc
#JH: Survey blank besides age
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I'm sorry you wasted your time on me. I have no time. All I do is work.
I‚Äö√Ñ√¥m interested in learning about more ways to participate in conservation in the Puget Sound area.
Thanks for your work in this area!
If it weren't for the unravelling of our democracy, and the spread of hate and intolerance, I would say that I was
very satisfied with my life.
If there were more fish, I would go fishing more. I really think dams should be removed!
#JH: For D4 they circled 1 and 5 and wrote '1/2' next to each, for D2 they wrote '40+'
If we don't care of the ocean around us, there won't be any human well being. I live on the Sneeoosh Point, over
looking the Skogit Bay. I nor my neighbors have never seen gray whales or killer whales come through this area.
This year a group of whales stayed for a week. A large killer whale and small calf stayed only one day. Is because
of this behavior food becoming more scarce?
In addition to the population increase, the most devasting impact on the natural habitat of Puget Sound has been
the extensive intensive shellfish farming.
Shellfish farming has had a number of negative effects including the following:
Decline in wildlife and marine life that naturally inhabit undisturbed beaches
Human waste from shellfish workers and their litter
Massive plastic pollution, for example PVC pipes, nets, ties, rubber bands
Petroleum pollution in the water and air from boats and generators
The poisons poured into the Sound that shellfish farmers use to eliminate competing marine life
The wholesale shooting of birds
Noise pollution and search lights flashing at our homes as late as midnight
You are most likely aware of the following studies:
"Oyster Flatulence Worries Climate Scientists" is EURACTIVE
"Methane Fluxes from Coastal Sediments Are Enhanced by Macrofauna" in SCIENTIFIC REPORTS
We have lived on the saltwater in Olympia, WA, from 28 years and have personally witnessed the negative
impacts from intensive shellfish farming.
We have collected literally thousands of rubber bands, plastic ties, plastic nets (large and small, the large nets
adequate to cover an automobile) and PVC pipes, which are being inserted into the beaches by the hundreds of
thousands.
ACRES AND ACRES OF PVC PIPE ARE AN ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER.
In answering question #1, I realized I am not as involved now in keeping up as I was 30+ years ago. Then, I was
active in more environmental issues and organizations. Life just seems to get in the way right now. Also feeling
very sad and discouraged by the actions of our current national administration and thoughts of "Can we and will
we ever recover?" Everyday, I wonder what environmental policy destruction is on their plate. Everything the
national government does, eventually reaches us locally. I do have confidence in most of our state officials,
though I am always shocked (and shouldn't be, at this point) by the indifference to others and their refusal to see
what's right in front of them.
In my younger years I was very active in outdoor activities (hunting, fishing, etc)
It is everyone's personal responsibility to impact the natural world as little as possible, and to support natural life
where possible.
It is extremely sad that we are losing more and more area's due to zero enforcement on recreational land. Due to
people leaving trash and destroying all of our recreational land, it is being shut down or gated off because it is
cheaper than enforcing the area's.
It makes me sad to continuously see trees getting cut down to make way for development
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It often feels like an "Insiders Game"
It would be nice to have use of private property water rights!
JH: For D2 they wrote '(but 10-12 years as a child as well)', for S1 they wrote 'Buy "green electricity" exclusively'
Just want to mention my family has been here for 5 generations the other side of my family is Native American.
Like many others I moved to the Puget Sound region because of the environment and because of the fact that
many other people here appreciate and love the environment. Now we have to learn how to not love it to death. I
think we are at a turning point in this country where we have to reaffirm our environmental values. I want strong
environmental protections, but I also want people to be able to fish, hunt, do logging and be able to have that kind
of intimate connection that comes from utilizing native foods and wood.
Like most of planet the Puget Sound is seriously threatened by over population with the concommitant over
demant on natural resources. Too many people living on too much of the natural landscrape with little care for the
impact on the environment.
Make Ruby beach accessible to someone living with disability.
Man makes his own place in life- not governments or pinheads in college.
Materials matter. Keep concrete, cement and plastics out of our parks and recreation areas. More large wooden
picnic tables. Ban single use plastics.
Might have included more opportunities to write about activities rather than just checking radio buttons. Column
headers should remain visible as survey scrolls.
More outdoor fun/educational opportunities for children of all ages would be good. Engange them in taking care
of a trail, geocaches to learn navigation, scavenger hunts, identifying native plants. We have a "toy" stump on a
forest trail near us. Grandkids are excited to bring small toys to put on it and take one away (no stuffed animals).
They get excited to get out and walk. Anotehr trail has ceramic gnomes hidden along both side on the ground and
in trees (no need to leave trail).
More public land, should be used for food crops, free to the public, apples, potatoes, fish, shellfish, etc.
More transit opportunities to outdoor recreational areas that serve underprivileged areas and groups. More fishing
opportunities for shore bound anglers to help expand the sport. Offer more public shore access in the Sound and
at lakes. Provide more ways to be involved with local environmental protection efforts.
Mt. Goats (Bad Goats) sell raffle tickets to hunters. Fish or lack there of - minimize seals & sea lions. Prosicut
tree pirates. Ticket non-Pass users. Cameras for Trash Dumping. I'm just 1 little man n the great big wood. I try to
keep it great for the little ones. Thanks for letting my be heard. Hope it helps. Think of me in two years. Stay safe,
RG AKA Dr.
My family owns property on Vashon where seasonal cabins are rented out to families (mostly from King Co) who
enjoy fishing, swimming and boating and other outdoor activities.
My father was born in the san juan islands as were my children and their father. We are islanders so our noses are
in the salt air every day. Although we are not Native American, we are several generations waterside people who
have lived in these islands and have a European heritage of Scot & Norwegian bacground. Thank you for doing
this survey.
#JH: For question D2 they wrote 'San Juan +'
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My focus is on clean energy and high mile per gallon transportation. I trust state + federal agencies to take care of
the environment but I am concerned about cut backs in the EPA and other federal regulatory and monitoring
agencies.
My husband is an avid fisherman and hunter. His profession is a timber faller so there isn‚Äö√Ñ√¥t a day that
goes by where he is outside. I do not engage in any of those activities but they are important for my family for my
husband.
My husband was the hunter and fisherman. I have never even camped. We had a small piece of neglected
property we worked on about 15 years. That was my park. I now live closer to town in a senior park - dead end. I
needed a place to walk so the sidewalks was about 1,000 feet but needed cleaning, so I worked a year to clean it
up then maintained since, 9 yrs. I pay a lot of taxes for parks and recreation. I have sons that use those. Most of
the land is political. I don't believe dams should be taken out for a few fish that only a few would benefit. I did
not even receive this survey until well after Sept 29th.
#JH: For D8 they wrote '89 3/4'
My physical ability to take part in outdoor activities has diminished due to siatic nerve problems Dec to present.
So far my primary doctor and I have not uncovered a successful treatment so that I can become active again. Send
me the survey next Sept. and if I have found a soltuion to my siactic leg problem, I may answer some of these
questions differently.
P.s. Please note my snail address.
My political position is of no benefit to your survey
My property borders a WDFW wildlife area that DNR commercially thinned. I'm told they may no allow
commercial logging but they have not cleaned up the fallen trees near my property or elsewhere. There is no
signage and as far as I can tell it is still public land. The mess they made makes hiking impossible and there are
many danger trees and 'widowmakers' who is at fault if someone gets hurt on this property? There has been no
notice of any kind from DNR. My attempts to reach someoen who can help has failed.
My wife and I frequently use the local bike/hike trails, weather permitting.
My wife and I played a major role in defeating the proposal Gateway Pacific Terminal, which would have been
the largest coal export terminal in N.America, located north of Bellingham. Solar power is becoming very popular
here and we now are net energy producers with out panels. Our next step is to get electric cars
Need to develop & publish water and air qualities better, more frequently.
#JH: For C1 they said 'I do not participate‚Äö√Ñ¬∂' but also circled 3
Need to get Trump out of office asap. He's lethal for the environment. The parks/trails shouldn't have been
restricted for COVID, esp since our weather is so bad most of the year. Closing them March-now is a health
hazard to people who needed to get out in nature - th ey should've used people who were out of work/furloughed
to man the parks/supervise/limit #s by reservation, instead of closing them all. I would've restricted out of state
travelers here (recreational) as they bring COVID. They are all less careful (ie we live on Whitbey).
need to have more law and order!!!
Never owned or had a $2 bill before. Thanks for giving me my first one. Pretty cleaver and is the main motivation
for filling out this survey.
No clear idea of what agencies are in charge of natural resrouces management and if or how they conduct. Most
info comes from (#JH: not sure what this says, including photo)
Nope
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Not sure about allowing native americans to manage aspects of the pugent sound. They don't seem to be able to
manage there own afairs.
Note: I own 18 acres, all protected by a conservation easement. Due to some horse accidents I walk w/a cane and
cannot participate in most activities. Protection of natural environment is of highest importance to me
#JH: They circled 2 and 5 for OF11
Nothing beats the air and views of the Sound. Beautiful place to live, specially in 2020! :) Good luck on your
research!
Obviously COVID-19 has impacted us all in this region and county. However, this area is probably one of the
best places in the county to stay at home if needed
Of course the Covid-19 restrictions affected my outdoor activities this year. Normally I would have camped more
and hiked more and participated in more cultural and environmental activities close and further from my home. In
the 1st section, I could gain more access to information if I tried, but I'd have to work at it.
Olympia has become a dump
Our govenor is a moron. King County & Pierce County rules this state (Wash) you can't even buy affective Rat
Poison its even illegal to trap a mole in your yard! If my kids & grandkids & great grandkids didn't live here, I
would move to Idaho.
Our lands are getting gated shut because of so called environmentalists that follow a false cause such as the
spotted owl fish and wildlife are run by educated idiots same with the forest service. In my area the elk population
has exploded instead of hunting opening up to help the land owners deal with crop lossed and damage they get a
cow tag an they build a bigger fence. Fisheries on the skogit get desamated in large park by netting the river, you
can buy fish from the natives (I have done it) at the shore of the river they will sell a huge tote full and none of the
fish go against the quota. The wildfires are caused by poor management of the thinning of trees and underbrush.
People of the city's have too much say in what is going on they are like sheep steered into a herd to vote for
something that on the surface sounds good but ruins things and inturn more regs and loss of access.
Our natural environment in the Puget Sound area is absolutely beautiful! During this pandemic it has become
even more vital to the well-being of myself and my family. (To have access) Filling out this questionaire has
reminded me of my own responsibility to access more information on stewardship of our natural resourcesthanks for the $2.00!
Over the last 40 years living in the region, I feel that the impact of tourism to the area has been monumental. The
wildlife, the waters, the plants on earth and in the sea have been greatly diminished due to the amount of people
who travel through.
Overall, the population on Bainbridge are conscientious stewards of the environment. We have an active Land
Trust, we support environmental initiative through Rotary, BI Parks + Rec, etc. Our public schools have special
emphasis on conservation, especially in the hiugh school which includes options for international service in the
summers. One unfortunate bit of legislation is the Bainbridge version of the state Shoreline Management Plan.
The city council took the reasonable state plan and created a several hundred page unreadable, conflicting
document that is absolutely draconian. The council members didn't understand the science but wanted to look
pro-environment. It really was divisive - forcing people who live on waterfront to plant certain native species,
prohibiting rebuilding of any home if there is a fire etc, etc. Very unfortunate - takes real issues like run off out of
public attention.
Overpopulation is certainly leading to resource depletion - pretty much the way of the world
#JH: They didn't answer W1, just W2
Paradise!
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Please let the new people from other places know to quit trying to change the land to fit their purpose.
Please note: This survey was addressed to Ralph H Thomas. I believe Ralph has passed away. I am the new
owner of the house and I received this survey. I hope it's okay that I filled it out!
Please preserve the Pacific Northwest! Thank you
Poor #?# resources' use of pesticides after clearcutting large areas isi endangering human and animal life. We
tried to stop them from aerial spraying and instead they paid people to spray by walking through the cleacuts.
Property owners are NOT empowered to care for their property
Question
Questions missed a possibility. I like nature so much I've written books about, and spent lots of time in it and
protecting it - but, the realities of personal finance and our economic system have curtailed that. In the meantime,
I am a Site Steward for a Land Trust property which isn't commercial or social but is active.
Ready access to parks, trails, + shoreline is critical to sense of well-being
Regarding fishing - the restrictions on saltwater sports fishing, rather overly severly limit the days and take
available - have not purchased a lisence this year.
Respect our natural resources and be more loving to one another. We are all humans.
Respondent made comment about wanting the vaccines quicker so that we could go outside and enjoy our time
Seasonal affect disorder‚Äö√Ñ√Æ-greenhouse helps
She mentioned that she would camp more often but doesn't want to compete for a campsite.
Since 1976, I charted boats the third week of August in the San Juan islands. I retired in Friday Harbor in 2002.
From 2002-2012 I lived on a 30 ft Sundowner tug in the F.H. marina.
In 2012 I returned to Oregon to help research Norma Paul's biography and married a woman from Ashland. In
2015 I sold the boat and we moved into a house. They will take us out of here with tags on our toes!
#Respondent after comment corrected his address and said $2 bill a "cute touch!"#
Since I take care of my 81-yr-old husband with Alzheimer's and congestive heart failure, we're mostly
homebound.
Slow the rate of environmental pollution!
Small lakes also need attention and support. We live on Lone lake, Whidbey Island and we here had an algae
problem for years- currently, we are unable to use the lake for any purpose due to high levels of toxins. Our lake
drains into the Sound. This concerns me very much not only for human well-bing but for all the animals, fowl,
and fish who rely on the natural resource.
Some of my answers for spring 2020 were affected by COVID-19
Some of you question time frame dates back to spring and the start of Covid 19. Answers would not reflect a
normal year.
Sorry for the delay! Just finish reconstructing a house after 16 years, and‚Äö√Ñ¬∂now trying to move in!! Thank
you for the work you're doing.
#JH: in the W section they wrote 'unemployed. For OSP4 they circled 1 and 2. Next to D7 they wrote 'Semetic'.
Next to D9 they wrote 'Progressive'. For D2 they wrote '27.5'
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Sorry this is late. Hope its still useful. Covid has changed many activities but hiking, sailing, and local walking
are needed now more than ever!
#JH: For OSP9 they circled 4 and Don't Know. For the C section they wrote '(except now COVID has decreased
opportunities as far as groups!)'. For D2 they wrote '(on + off, 22 now 5)'
Stop pandering to non-US citizens our taxes should go to our citizens
Stop the ironhill housing build on clover road + bellflower rd in bothell WA. County approved clear cutting and a
protected wetland is becoming homes.
Strongly believe that "whale watching" by motorized boat should be illegal, for the benefit of both whales and
human beings
Support: Trails, conservation, outdoor education & play. Ecotopia Cascadia
#JH: NA for D5, for D4 they circled 4 and 5
Thank you
Thank you for all you do!!
Thank you for conducting such an important survey. Your survey design was very useable and worked well, I
look forward to seeing the results of your data collection.
Thank you for focusing on the PS! We appreciate you!
Thank you for sending me this, and I hope this is not to be used for some political game because I don't play that
game, I LOVE TRUMP 2020 2021 TRUMP!! TRUMP MAGA!!
#JH: For D2 they wrote '12+'
Thank you for supporting derelict vessel prevention!
Thank you for the $2 Good idea!
Thank you for the collectible $2 bill!
Thank you for the survey!!! I hope it helps make sound decisions for the area...get it...sound! Hehe
Thank you for the work you do and the studies you conduct!
Thank you for your interest in the area
Thank you!
#JH: For OF6 they circled 1 and 3
Thank you! :) I love being outside in the PNW and would not enjoy life to the fullest if this was no possible.
Thank you! I donated the $2 to a homeless person
#JH: In the OSP section they wrote 'We were in lockdown!'
Thank you. Feel fortunate every day to live where I live <3
Thanks for doing this meaningful work
Thanks for the $2
Thanks for the $2 bill? Sorry this is late. I'm mostly sidetracked +/or derailed these days.
#JH: For D2 they wrote '22+'
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Thanks for the 2 dollar bill!
Thanks for the new 2 dollar bill I'll use it as a tip.
Thanks for the two bucks. I would tell people to slow down and smell the roses and enjoy the day. Look around
there is a lot to see and explore right in your own backyard. Have fun and respect your neighbors and mother
nature. Have a great day. (#JH: They drew a cute stick figure here)
#JH: For D5 they circled 12, 13, and 14. For D9 they circled 2 and 3.
Thanks for trying to make it a better place. If politicians represented actual constituents, rather than organizations
or corporations, I believe Puget sound would receive better care.
Thanks for your work & good luck. Personally access to trails is my #1 priority, followed by sterwardship of
marine life/water quality. I don't get out on the water often, but enjoy the views & shoreline
The amount of styrofoam in packaging is very concerning to us. We don't have any place to dispose of it except
the landfill. No one recycles it. We would like to make it illegal to use. Get rid of plastic.
The city of Olympia has been unable to get a handle on the homeless population and their needs. Downtown is
not the same as it was 2 years ago. There are many people to be found on the street needing services 24/7. The
city and it's people have not found a way to help these people well and at the same time protect us from folks
weilding knives and offer things that cease harm to it's inhabitents. Downtown/Olympa no longer feels safe. Car
camping is seen all over town, and it does not add to a balanced picture for folks needing help and those of us
who don't. These old, beat-up RVs are an eye sore and the sewage and water pollution they cause, as well as
abuse of local parks and pathways is making a real impact. Car camping around Capital Lake has meant that all
the irrigation had to be dug up and replaced as it was compromised by the weight of the RVs on land that was
never meant to be used this way. Also the riots and folks wanting mayhem after 9:30pm at night is wrecking
downtown. I now go to sleep with "Flash-Banap" several times a month - very disconcerning and hard on vets
who have PTSD - [our neighbors]
#JH: For OSP10 they circled 1 and 3
The closure of backcountry camping & hiking trails this spring was extremely detrimental to my familys physical,
emotional, behavioral, and spitirual health
the election is pulling the community apart- the ya-hoos with noisy-diesel ginormous pickup truck with Trump
flags flying out of the bed, gun shows-constitutional amendments #2 posters, shoppers with their masks in the
cart, all speak to stubborn stupidity. "These" people do not care about the environment, but like their venison and
blue skies and fish runs
Land Trusts- Olyclimate- WSU Extension- are safe haevens to perfrom the work needed for resiliency,
conservation and food secruity. COVID has brought unwanted visitors from the Puget Sound urban- unwanted for
delivering contagions, using natural resources with no economic gain to local economy.
The fishing - (recreational) has gotten harder over the past 25 years. There is a lack of King salmon, and silvers.
The wild fish were the best. It is sad, that we can't catch + keep them anymore. Also, the noise pollution is awful!
The growlers create such a large disruption, that never used to be a problem. The trees are being over-cut and
animals are losing their natural habitats. This pushes animals like cougars into small towns, due to the fact their
natural homes have been cut down.
The homeless community around town are out of control! Need to figure out a solution to resolve, otherwise
residents will not feel comfortable leaving their homes
The human wellbeing needs to take a balanced approach to the problems. Too many special interests are involved
in the decision making process. The region needs to be managed for the betterment of humans. Sustainable
practices that are geared to use the resources of the area but protect the environment can and should be put into
practice. Native americans should not be allowed to use practices that are not legal for regular citizens or
businesses. Companies should be held accountable for the harm that they cause as well as individuals. Penalties
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must have an impact on the individual/company and not just a slap on the wrist. In other words the Pugent Sound
should be ran in a manner that realizes that the Pugent Sound is a renewable resource that if used properly can
bring prosperity to the people while maintaining a clean and thriving environment/region
The last question on the degree of liberalist made me pause and consider. Curiousity and openess to new ideas,
evolving are things I admire and seek. Thank you for the token of appreciation, but please regift to another
participant or an environmental (#JH: not sure what this word is, including photo)
#JH: They didn't answer W1, only W2
The only part of life that I personally miss is travel, especially to foreign countries.
People in this region seem to have adapted well by following distancing guidelines, holding zoom meetings, and
pursuing interests that are common on the island such as hiking, gardening, and volunteering. The latter has
become especially important in providing services (shelter, meals) to the less fortunate.
Thanks for conducting this research!
The pandemic severely limits my ability to enjoy Pugent Sound as I would like to. Hopefully this will improve
soon.
The Pugent Sound is the most unique location in the lower 48 states. We should do our utmost to preserve and
protect the natural resources. The forests need to be better managed with selected timber harvesting to thnk the
forests and create an environment that is less hazardith to forest fores. It may be to late for that because it will
burn really hot and long as experienced by Oregon's fires. Thank you for the survey, it seems to be well thought
out. PS Thank you for the two bucks. PPS The website listed did not work
Ther is one aspect of this survey that is not touched upon and that is the contribution of the natural environment to
creativity and inspiration, particularly in the arts. My career paired landscape architecture and environmental
conservation. Concurrent with my career and now in retirement, I cannot underestimate how my creativity has
always been inspired and reinforced in both my proximity and interaction with the environment. I am now, in
retirement, actively pursuing photography and painting and exhibiting in 2 regional galleries!
There are many areas around the Salish Sea struggling financially. And there did not seem to be any questions
related to the connection between job access and well being. Also, some of us are retired, which was never
addressed. I‚Äö√Ñ√¥m just curious, but why is OSU conducting the survey instead of a University or College in
the Puget Sound region? Especially one sponsored by the PSP?
There needs to be more areas that don't require a rec pass. I'm on SSI and unable to pay for them. Or perhaps a
reduced price if disabled.
There was a time when I was more active + physically engaged in the outdoors
There were no questions related to "community" other than Cultural Heritage + "Social" Events. Also, nothing
related to climate change/collapse. Community resiliance is #1 priority for me - education, prepardness,
restoration, etc.
This ecosystem is almost collapsed from many forms of pollution + resource mis-management. I hope the herring
are coming back. The # of birds - seagulls, marine birds + land birds is a sm. Fraction of what there were when I
was a teenager - insects are way less. When there are too many seals - they should be hunted and utilized. I know
that could be done. Where there are too any deer - the hunting season needs to be open until the population is
under control. Too much shipping, gas-use, + plane pollution. Too much orca-watching boats.
This is not a good year to run this survey as outdoor activities are affected by Covid restrictions. Question 10 is
noneense. Why should I be "proud" to live here? I am here because I want to be, but there's no cause for pride that
I can see. And what does the line about "who I am" mean?
This is the single greatest need for the region and should be the primary investment focus - long term. Recovery
and managed sustainability will result in inproved economics and quality of life. Real estate values, employment
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and general health will all benefit for years to come. #1 most responsible long term benefit of good governance is
quality of life!
This survey was clearly not directed to someone like me
This survey was sent to my wife, Janice. She gave it to me, Rick Smith, to fill it out.
This year has been very bad. We camp, fish, outdoor much more activity in a normal year
Tiny houses is the way to go- I'm a landlord and I believe the environment is first.
Tiny houses=tiny footprint
win win
God bless and be safe
TO MANY RULES. Can't enjoy boating, hunting - can't use roads in forests anymore. Roads blocked off are
unpassable by rangers (#JH: that section was written over most of the OF questions). So many rules (#JH: Written
over OSP section). Love Pugent Sound, love Washington. Don't like what rules have ruined our camping, our
fishing, our hunting. Even city use of covered areas to picnic @ spur of moment rules rules rules. "Free
couintry"??
Too much garbage dumping. Excessive vandalism of provided facilities such as porta-potties, compost toilets at
Trail heads (Mt Ellinor) etc. Too many places where people shoot, target practice or ? + leave used targets +
shotgun shell empties, poaching wildlife + leaving remains in visible area. We consider ourselves very fortunate
to live here. Wish people would appreciate + respect what we have.
#JH: For D2 they said '71 & 63 - two of us responded to this survey'. For D3 they circled Man and Woman. For
D5 they circled 15 and 16. For D8 they said 71 and 63
Travel around state - retired. Spent winters in Arizona 4-5 months outdoors - shooting, gold panning, golf
Unfortunately- answers to #2 #8 #9 make appears that I am not interested. However in the past I did enjoy many
of the recreational items listed.
I am now 83 years old and am in a wheel chair part of the time and cannot enjoy those sports- I am grateful for
the years when I could hike, climb mountains, own a motorcycle and spend ATV time in remote AlaskaPreserving these adventures- Keep up your excellenct work!
Unhappy about how homeless situation being handled. Our quality if life has gone down and taxes have gone up
and living here is not affordable.
Until a fall 5 yrs ago I flyfished at least weekly. The shoulder I fractured took that away from me since I am
unable to handle a fly rod any longer. I miss it terribly, and miss tying flies because of the tremor I developed. I
noted during my last years of fishing the decline in a number of species I caught regularly - namely sea run
cutthroat trout, the steelhead population has decreased mostly from siltation of our rivers and streams from
overlogging and the decline in salmon population and species as well. The concerns I have are many regarding
our environment - pollution, stripping of EPA regulations and the rise in temperaturs in water and air from these
lack of regulations and the environmental damage we have caused. The forest fires that have ravaged the
northwest and California are a grave concern since obviously the climate change we are now experiencing have
caused much of this. While the questionnaire has highlighted much, it goes nowhere near accounting for a
potential solution to th eproblems we have at the present and will have in the future.
Very frustrated with the over regulation of the environment and its resources. Salmon - so much money spent NOT ONE MORE FISH - PSP is a money waster and makes water a topic of control in W. Wash when there is
PLENTY.
#JH: For S3 they circled 1 and 5
WA state as a whole is the best place to live in this country!
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Walking paths are extremely important for total well-being
Was going to do your survey online, but received the following statement. 'Sorry, this server is not currently
active.' disappointing.
#JH: For question S1 she wrote "This year, 2020? HA" and for question W1/W2 she wrote "retired"
Way too many seals that eat precious salmon - there are seals everywhere! W our little bay - we rarely saw any 30
years ago. Now I recently counted 42!
We all would be better off without question 17. We are all human!
#JH: For D5 they circled 12 and 14, for L2/L3/L4 they circled 1 and Don't Know
We appreciate the work of the Washington Trails Association.
We are being over requitated. To much gov and not enough local control. Way to many burdens placed upons us.
We enjoy horseback riding on DNR trails and camping with our horses. We also have a hobby farm with
livestock and (#JH:not sure of the word here, including a photo). We have fruit trees and a large vegetable garden.
We enjoy 8+ acres of cleared/wooded property with a gorgeous view of Mt.Baker. We truly appreciate the NW &
outdoors!
#JH: For D2 they said 'almost 50'
We moved here in May so I was not able to answer all of the questions due to lack of knowledge. Hope my
answers were somewhat helpful!
#JH: For D2 they wrote 'less than 1 year'
We need more community events dedicated to cleaning up or conserving areas. Mt. Rainer has one, but it is not
well advertised. Social media could help get the word out for future events when Covid 19 is decreased.
We need more deer crossing overpasses. So that cars and deer don't meet head on. Or, speed limit changes, so that
drivers slow down. By the way, I was driving slowly when I hit an elk. $4,000 damage to vehicle. A serious
problem in the beautiful countryside we have.
We need to get over ourselves and work together for clean water, air and soil, so that there is wildlife for future
generations. We need to stop protecting our fiefdoms, stop paying featly to BPA and it's 'federal partners'.
Politicians need to be courageous and buck special interests that control so much of the PNW. Follow Kate
Brown's lead on breaching the Snake River damns, instead of letting her twist in the wind. Call out Patty Murray
for putting the kibosh on lower Snake River dam breaching for decades.
#JH: Next to D5 they wrote "fluctuate"
We need to keep our connection to the environment. I feel our environment is well worth saving and protecting
for us and our children's future to enjoy. Keeping our waters clean and controling the amount of hunting and
fishing to conserve our future wildlife including all sea life is extremely important. Having wonderful parks that
have been well managed so we all can enjoy now‚Äö√Ñ¬∂‚Äö√Ñ¬∂ and our future yet to come. We NEED our
outdoor activities to keep our peace of mind, and to FILL OUR SOULS <3
We need to limit growth and unregulated development in the Puget Sound region! Ferry service needs to be
strengthened. Priority service should be given to the local populations. Timber harvest should be tightly regulated
near salmon habitat and coastal areas. Habitat preservation should be a very high priority in our region! Growth at
all costs should be severely restricted. More land should be set a side for preservation.
We need to stop "developing" our rural areas especially near shores, lakes, and wet areas. Defund the WS ferry
system. Teach folks to appreciate recreational areas, not hand to them on a plate. No good has ever come from
pavement or access by mass transit. Keep the PNW blue & green why we live here to begin with.
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We need to work as community to find new ways to introduce our children to taking care of our water's and land.
How to instill pride and stewardship rather than an attitude ot take non replacable resources. Litter and plastic use
are especially horrible in our urban waterways. People shut in + unhappy about a pandemic when we collectively
have been killing our earth/water. It's not sustainable and until people are education and given time and
opportunity from slave wage jobs/grind to participate and help - then we will always be ruled by the few with
means who can actually devote the time and energy most of America must devote to keep food and shelter. Thank
you <3 Cynthia
#JH: For OSP1 they circled 1 and 2
We retired to WA because our two boys went to WA school, married, and now work in Scohomish Co. We were
in Northern CA for 35 years. Both areas are appealing to us but both states have major issues!
We spend most of our summer at our family beach place which is 25 minutes from our home
We spent the majority of every summer for 40 years in a boat on Pugent Sound, San Juan Islands sometimes
between Olympia & Alaska. I wish that experience for anyone with that ambition. Safe environmental pratices
were always the goal. Thank you for that opportunity.
#JH: They didn't answer W1, just W2.
Well, I notice in Whacom CO., in Bellingham area, a lot of litter bums or bugs, I find myself picking up trash @
lakes, creeks, streets. I'm sorry, but it seems people litter a lot. So when, I'm out and about, I try to pick up debris
and those darn ciggeret butts! Ah, 1 of these butts in a creek or lake or any body of water can kill fish, etc. Before
I retired, I worked @ Lakeway mobil estates as the Handyman - maintenance man and I tell ya, I picked up
garbage on perimeter of property, cans, paper, HYP needles! Damn them! Diapers, etc, I just wish more people
would care more about OUR Earth it is the only one we have, I can feel the environment change, the sting of suns
energy on my skin (osone gases going away) and the wildfires, I just cry watching the raging fires in Cal oregon
alaska cularodoe etc. We need to get off fossil fuel. Wind solare. Sorry for venting. Yours Dee Beck and the Dave
Minde. Thank you.
#JH: They said no for W1 and wrote 'retired' but still answered W2
Wellbeing is a mindset and when we have our basic needs met, we can focus on otherthings‚Äö√Ñ¬∂Living with
nature, caring for and protecting these resources brings a sense of wellbeing, if we allow ourselves to nurture
nature :)
What do you consider the Puget Sound region? Flawed study- need to define the region. I live on San Juan Island.
We do not consider this Puget Sound. The entire region is the Salish Sea. And has been designated that in many
years, I do NOT live in Puget Sound.
When I retire, I plan to spend much more time hiking and walking paths. It's important to me that the Puget
Sound mountain and improve access to our areas natural resource environment.
Wish there were more parks and wish the parks we had were kept clean and pretty
World peace starts at home <3 Thank you for the $2
Would like a single number to call when I have environmental questions. Example: Best product to use to get
moss off of roof that will not be a prob to the canal. My husband is on Hospice so many things we are unable to
do.
#JH: Next to D2 they wrote 'Hood Canal'
Would like to move to a conservative state, like Idaho (soon). Sick and tired of people with no common sense
making decission for us. Can't stand these so called intellctuals governing us (getting kind of hot right now). My
husband loves fishing but fish are hard to find. It was good when we first got here.
#JH: For SoP3 they circled 4 and 5. For W1 they said no but still answered W2.
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Your questions 15-17 should not be part of this survey
#JH: NA for D5
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